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CHAPTER 7 
A.S.I.S. Dafila 
 
 

 
 
 
In March 1942, I joined the Eastern Mediterranean Fleet Armament Stores and 
Issuing Ship Dajila as Third Officer, resplendent in all new uniforms and completely 
new kit. The ship of 1,940 tons had 9 British Officers; a Sudanese crew of 40 and a 
Royal Marine detachment of 10. The Sudanese crew only spoke Arabic and once 
again I was faced with a new language to learn. They were also devout Muslims 
and the ship's routine was organised around their thrice daily prayers. They were 
splendid physical specimens, most being over six feet; they were first class 
seaman and boilermen, cheerful, hardworking, honest and spotlessly clean in their 
clothes and habits in marked contrast to the local Egyptian Arabs. 
 
Alexandria based, our task was to re-supply the fleet with ammunition, a task that 
kept us pretty busy. Our berth in Alexandria was in the outer harbour in the 
ammunition anchorage that we shared with a number of ammunition lighters. Close 
to the entrance but well away from the dockyard facilities we were responsible for 
the security of the area and our Royal Marines acted as sentries. The theory was 
that the anchorage was relatively safe as the Germans were unlikely to attack that 
area because of the close proximity of the demobilised French Fleet that was 
moored between us and the dockyard area.  Neither the Germans nor Italians 
seems to have been acquainted with this theory and we suffered a number of 
bombing attacks and twice mines had to be rendered safe in our close proximity. 
The Italians regularly made high level daylight reconnaissance flights over us and 
the Germans made most of the night raids. We would have made a big bang had 
we been hit. Recreation leave in Alexandria was almost non-existent, our berth in 
the outer anchorage made night leave impossible, the harbour was too dirty for 
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swimming and our main relaxation was the occasional invitation to a "movie" 
onboard the Flagship, HMS Queen Elizabeth.-" That left plenty time for study for 
forthcoming examinations and the mastering of Arabic. By June 1942 the situation 
was pretty desperate in the Eastern Mediterranean, The destroyers HMS Airedale 
and Hasty and HMAS Nestor were sunk on the 15th June during aircraft and U 
Boat attacks on a convoy and the Cruiser HMS Hermoine was sunk on the 16th 
June. 
 
EVACUATION OF ALEXANDRIA 
Meanwhile hurried attempts were being made to evacuate the Port of Alexandria, 
the final convoy sailing on the evening of 20th June. HMS Medway the 14,650 ton 
Submarine Depot Ship sailed in this convoy, having loaded all the spare 
Submarine torpedos from the RN Armament Depot at Mex and embarked some 
200 WRNS (Women's Royal Naval Service), the staff of the Naval Hospital 
including nurses and a number of senior officers from the Base Staff. Tragically 
Medway was torpedoed off Alexandria on 20th June with very heavy loss of life. 
 
Meanwhile Tobruk fell to the Germans on 21st June and by 24th June German 
troops commanded by Field-Marshall Rommel were in Egypt. From Alexandria we 
could hear the rumble of the guns and at night the flashes as the opposing forces 
dug in at El Alamein about 60 miles to the West. The scenes in Alexandria were 
disgraceful, many of the Senior Service Officers had fled by train to Cairo and base 
troops had followed in what ever transport they could arrange. Drunken Royal 
Marines supposedly guarding the Naval Stores had broken into the stores and 
broached the rum and were on the rampage destroying everything in their path 
with axes. Egyptian and Arab families streamed out of Alexandria to the south and 
east clogging the roads, using every type of conveyance, taxis, lorries, horse 
wagons, donkey carts, gharries, and even lone donkeys piled high with their 
women, children and poor belongings. Work in the port came to a standstill. It was 
a wholesale exodus. 
 
In the town itself, there were German and Italian Flags in the cafes, bars, 
restaurants and flying from some buildings. The remaining local population were 
convinced the city was about to fall and were determined to display pro-Axis 
sympathies. Our Sudanese crew remained staunchly loyal and made little 
attempt to hide their contempt and dislike of the Egyptians. The streets were 
almost deserted, Admiral Godfrey had restricted his sailor’s leave and the absence 
of uniforms was almost complete. The lack of traffic and noise one associated with 
Alexandria was almost un-nerving. A lone Naval Commander appeared to be the 
most senior officer remaining and all that was left of the Naval Staff. His concern 
was to ensure that the demilitarised French Fleet of Admiral Godfrey did not fall 
into enemy hands. 
 
Our ship, a sloop with a broken back, and a couple of Motor Torpedo Boats were 
the only ships remaining, in the port apart from the French and a couple of 
damaged merchant-ships, and our crews and sailors from the shore base who had 
been left to their own devices were rounded up and engaged in loading the floating 
dock with hundreds of depth charges and our ship with the most volatile explosive 
that could be found in the Armament depot. The plan was to use us (Dafila) as a 
block ship in the entrance between the breakwaters and to detonate the floating 
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dock which would have wiped out most of the port including the French ships. We 
were particularly suited for this task as we were already fitted with scuttling charges 
and loaded with volatile explosives would have created a major problem in the re-
opening of the Port. The Motor Torpedo Boats had a primary task of sinking the 
French if they attempted to make a break for it. After blocking the entrance, we 
optimistically thought it might be possible to escape the port by using the ship's 
boats. 
 
Meanwhile wanton destruction and looting were taking place in the dockyard and 
millions of pounds of naval stores were destroyed or looted. There were nightly air-
raids and major concerns that the French warships might attempt to break out, 
although their Admiral Godfrey had given an assurance that he would not do so. 
The remaining Egyptian population was becoming openly hostile and it was no 
longer safe to go ashore after dark. On July 2nd the first Battle of El Alamein took 
place and our lines held. Rommel's lines of supply had become over-extended. 
The immediate danger had passed, but the premature evacuation of Alexandria 
was to prove a costly exercise and it was to be some time before Alexandria was to 
become fully operational again. Churchill makes no mention of this disaster in his 
memoirs, Admiral Cunningham in his book "A Sailor's Odyssey" quaintly refers to it 
in one line as "the premature exodus from Alexandria". No heads appeared to roll 
and the scandal was well and truly buried in Admiralty archives. 
 
We sailed the following week for Port Said, where we were delayed for three days 
until the canal was cleared of enemy mines and thence through the Canal to Port 
Tewfik with fleet ammunition for our forces that were now largely deployed at the 
northern end of the Gulf of Suez. The next month at anchor off Port Tewfik we 
were subject to almost nightly air-raids.  We then sailed to Port Sudan to replenish 
ammunition stocks and returned to Port Tewfik and subsequently to Port Said and 
returned to Alexandria in October 1942. Then I was borrowed by the Long Range 
Desert Group for two months (because of my knowledge of Arabic and Navigation) 
for a deep penetration into the desert South of the Qattara depression and the 
opposing armies. In khaki battle dress and living on Army field rations and sleeping 
under the Armoured Scout Cars was not comfortable, particularly due to rapid drop 
in night temperatures, the dust and ever present swarms of flies, but it was an 
uneventful reconnaissance with no evidence of the enemy and only the occasional 
sighting of nomadic Arabs. I returned to the ship immediately prior to Christmas. It 
was an interesting interlude, but confirmed my belief that anyone who joined the 
Army and carried their worldly possessions on their backs needed their heads 
read. 
 
The ship continued to replenish the Fleet with ammunition until early February 
1943 when it was decided to land all our naval ammunition and convert the ship to 
carry case petrol and ammunition for the Eighth Army. This involved the fitting 
of special steam Venturi extractors to the holds to reduce explosive levels of gas 
from leaking tins of petrol. We commenced loading in mid-February and 
experienced great difficulty in preventing both the loading parties and our own crew 
from smoking. This was an extreme hazard as the tins containing petrol were 
locally manufactured out of light tin and easily damaged. The ship reeked of petrol 
and a single spark or naked flame could have caused an explosion. Loading was 
completed on the 27th February and we proceeded to our old berth in the 
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explosives anchorage.   
 
The Kayang, a ship of about the same size,  was loading a similar cargo, and it 
was apparently calculated that the chances were that one of us would reach our 
destination.  Such were the potential hazards of the voyage that we were 
instructed to land all our personal papers and valuables prior to sailing, a 
precaution not even considered for the Malta convoys. Our anti-aircraft armament 
was doubled, and we embarked naval guns crews in place of the Royal Marine 
company.  
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Chapter Eight 
Dafila’s Last Voyage 
Latitude 32 degrees 59 minutes North 
 Longitude 22 degrees 21 mins East 
 
Having finished loading on the 28th February and shifted berth back to the 
ammunition anchorage we shared an evening with the officers from the Kayang 
over beer and a sing- song. No one talked about the forthcoming voyage or the 
loss of the Pass of Balmaha that was lost with all hands carrying case petrol to 
Tobruk. At 1000 on 1 March having landed all personal possessions other than 
clothing, the Convoy assembled outside Alexandria escorted by six Hunt Class 
destroyers for the five ships. Our cargo consisted of 8000 cans of petrol and 100 
tons of ammunition. The whole ship reeked of petrol fumes. It was a bleak dull 
morning with low cloud that lessened the likelihood of air attack. 
 
We bristled with additional armament. In the wings of the bridge we had acquired 
two captured Italian rapid firing Breda Anti-aircraft guns and adequate ammunition, 
in addition we had been supplied with two additional 20mm Oerlikon anti-aircraft 
uns to supplement our point 5 multi pom-pom and 12 pounder. It proved an 
uneventful day and first night although we remained at action stations until 
darkness fell. Then disaster struck with an engine breakdown and we were left with 
one escort, dead in the water as the engineers struggled to repair the breakdown. 
At about 1600 six Stuka dive bombers screamed down on us out of the sun and a 
near miss damaged our steering gear. The bombers were driven off, but the Chief 
Engineer was almost frantic and with darkness falling the repair to the steering 
gear had to be left to first light. In the meantime we got under way again and for 
the remainder of the night steamed round in circles dutifully followed by our escort. 
 
At daylight the steering gear was repaired and we headed once again westward. 
Then the Venturi extractors started playing up and it was necessary to open up the 
hatches, then the smell of petrol became all pervading. At about 1300 whilst 
enjoying a sandwich and cup of kai (a sweet cocoa peculiar to the sea) on the 
bridge, our escort opened fire and shortly afterwards we sighted six more Stukas, 
which then proceeded to dive on us from the sun. They were driven off with a hail 
of fire but managed some pretty close near misses. We were left alone for the rest 
of the day and entered Tobruk Harbour at 0100 in pitch darkness. It was a hairy 
approach with the need to make a sharp turn after rounding a wreck in the 
entrance which was only lit by a dim and partially shaded light. We were to remain 
in Tobruk until the 8th March and had an opportunity to see the devastation that 
had occurred to the port. There were numbers of high level bombing raids but none 
fell near us.  Then we joined a convoy of six ships and apart from an alarm from 
both submarine and aircraft as we left Tobruk, poor visibility kept the convoy 
unmolested until the 10th when we were subjected to sporadic air and submarine 
attack without any loss or damage. 
 
We arrived in Tripoli at 1430 and berthed alongside the badly damaged main 
wharf. There was absolute devastation in the area with numerous sunken German 
and Italian ships and the Port was being subjected to sporadic air attack. With each 
alert we had to cease unloading and cover the cargo hatches. The Army Dock 
Operating Company unloading the ship with the assistance of local Arabs departed 
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with alacrity at the first wail of the air raid sirens, leaving us the task of closing the 
hatches. On both the nights o f the 12th and 13th Italian frogmen attempted to 
enter the harbour and place limpid mines on the ships, but were detected and the 
sporadic if not very accurate air bombardment continued. The worst air attack 
came on the 14th when at 2130 a wave of determined Junkers 88 bombers came 
streaking in out of the seaward mist. They were flying at mast height and by the 
time it was realised what they were, we saw the flicker of their canon firing. As they 
roared over the port we watched in horror as they dropped their bombs, causing a 
fire on the wharf adjacent to us that posed a major threat. 
They were closely followed by a second wave of JU-88's that hit one of the block 
ships and near missed the Salvage Vessel, it was only then that the anti-aircraft 
batteries opened up. By flying at almost sea level the enemy aircraft had kept 
themselves underneath possible radar detection and not a single echo had been 
seen on the radar screens. One ship was fully laden with ammunition and R.A.F. 
bombs, had been hit several times and was on fire fore and aft and near her a 
small tanker, also badly hit, was listing and burning furiously while the 100-octane 
aircraft spirit from her tanks was spreading out in a sheet of white flame over the 
surface of the harbour. The port was brightly lit from the flames and ablaze from 
end to end. A Hunt Class destroyer HMS Derwent was hit by a circling torpedo 
dropped in the same attack and had to be beached. 
 
We fought the fire on the wharf from the ship and I suffered some burns to the face 
and hands, but we managed to extinguish the fire. The Captain insisted on sending 
me to hospital for treatment and I was bundled off in a New Zealand Army 
Ambulance to the 43rd General Army Hospital, but persuaded them to let me out 
the next morning to return to the ship following treatment for the burns. I really 
didn't want to be left behind in Tripoli. We completed unloading at 1130 and sailed 
in convoy from Tripoli at 1230 with a light escort as all the ships were empty. The 
return passage was made in low cloud and there was no sign of enemy aircraft. On 
the morning of the 18th after dawn action stations, I went for an early breakfast 
returning to take the forenoon watch on the bridge at 0800. 
 
At 0920 without warning the ship was hit by two torpedos in Position 32 degrees 59 
minutes North, 22 degrees 21 minutes East. According to witnesses in the escorts, 
we were there one minute and then there was a puff of smoke, a loud explosion 
and then nothing. My recollection is of seeing the torpedo tracks and leaning down 
to press the alarm button that then appeared to be disappearing in one direction 
whilst my steel helmet was disappearing in another. I have no recollection of the 
sound of an explosion but remember feeling the bridge drop away from me. The 
reality was that I was blown some 30 feet into the air and clear of the ship. 
 
My next impression was of bursting lungs as I was pulled down by the suction of 
the sinking ship and childhood memories flashed across my mind as I struggled 
desperately against the suction, finally managing to break free and surface, 
swallowing a lot of fuel oil as I gulped for breath. It seemed an age but probably 
could have been measured in minutes. When I finally recovered sufficiently to think 
I remembered the advice to lay on my back, as our escorts were firing depth 
charges at the submarine, but even so the force of these charges was horrific and 
the impact on the testicles felt as though I had been struck there with a sledge 
hammer. I lost consciousness. 
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The next thing I remember 
was a boat hailing me from 
the South African Naval 
Ship Protea.  I was plucked 
from the water with four 
others. Without a doctor 
onboard, I was given 
morphia, but couldn't stop 
vomiting blood and the 
decision was made to 
transfer me to ML 1158 
which then proceeded at full 
speed to Derna, where I 
was taken to an Army Field 
Hospital. After two days they 
decided that I should be 
transferred by hospital train 
to Alexandria. I have little 
recollection of this long train 
journey bumping across the 
desert, except for the 
kindness of the orderlies as 
I drifted in and out of 
consciousness. After a week 
with the fuel out of my lungs 
and more comfortable in the 
testicles and from my burns 

I was champing at the restrictions of the hospital although suffering recurring 
nightmares of being engulfed in petrol and being sucked deeper and deeper until 
my lungs burst. I then woke struggling and bathed in sweat. The Doctors said that 
such symptoms were common and were nothing to worry about as they would 
gradually diminish. We had been a very happy group of officers and I felt 
particularly the loss of Bobby Graves who had been a close friend and shipmate 
(He was an only child and I subsequently made a point of visiting his parents, 
when in England in 1949). 
For the first time, I had known real fear and was deeply depressed. I felt the only 
solution was to get out of hospital, and suffer the stares of people as part of my 
face and both hands were covered with triple dye (purple) which was the standard 
treatment at that time for burns. I persuaded the doctor to discharge me on 28th 
March, albeit somewhat reluctantly, under the impression I would take sick and 
survivors leave and report to the Sick Bay daily for treatment. It was to be 
otherwise. As Third Officer my wages were a mere thirty-two pounds a month 
comprising a salary of seventeen pounds, plus ten pounds war risk and five 
pounds petrol bonus. Of one thing Iwas certain, and that was that a five pound 
petrol bonus was totally inadequate for it was clear that the reason the ship just 
disintegrated was residual petrol fumes which made it a gigantic bomb. 
Tennis and swimming was to occupy the next few days with evening beers at the 
notorious Top Hat night club or Petite Trianon. The beer was Egyptian, either 
Crown Lager or Stella brand, both using onions for fermentation, and was pretty 
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awful although it was cold. It made the occasional Tooheys Flag Ale at the Fleet 
Club seem like the nectar of the gods. One of the most enjoyable and refreshing 
drinks was iced coffee from the Brazilian Coffee Shop, which one could buy for ten 
piastres and sit on the sidewalk slowly sipping it and watch the passing parade. I 
was beginning to slowly relax. 
 
Egyptian Interlude and the journey to Australia 
 
On 28th March, 1943, after discharge from Hospital, at HMS Canopus, there was a 
message inviting me to lunch at Sir Miles Lampson's residence at 1200 for 1230. 
Taking a taxi to this somewhat imposing residence I was surprised to find myself at 
a luncheon with a group of Senior Naval Officers. I was quizzed during pre-
luncheon drinks by a Naval Commander who, whether deliberately or not, failed to 
introduce himself. At lunch I found myself sitting next to him and being persistently 
questioned about my Arabic and intentions following survivors leave. Reflecting 
after the luncheon on the reasons for my inclusion in what appeared to be a 
working luncheon dealing with Middle East problems, I was at a loss but not for 
long. The following day it was put to me that I should undertake a special 
assignment, which required me to join a foreign flag ship as second officer. I was 
told that I could be given no further information unless I accepted the job which 
was considered highly sensitive. The alternative was passage to the U.K. via the 
Cape. 
Given 24 hours to think about it and having discussed with Captain Mudford the 
possibility that I would take another posting instead of returning to the U.K., I was 
surprised to learn that he had been consulted about my suitability for the job and 
although he had been given no details, so he said, he told me that he had 
recommended me and thought I should accept. I asked for a further 24 hours to 
think it over, as I had no wish to make a decision on April Fools day, and on 2nd 
April agreed to accept the posting. I was then told that I would be second in 
command of a small team which would be joining the Egyptian Ship "Star of 
Alexandria" in Alexandria which had been chartered to take American military 
stores and a small American contingent to the Persian Gulf. My boss would be a 
Lieutenant Milne who had already been signed on as Chief Officer and I would be 
signed on as Second Officer. Other members would be the Radio Officer, 
Carpenter and 4th Engineer. The purpose was to ensure safe passage of a 
particularly sensitive cargo that was destined for the Soviet Union via Basra. Each 
member of the team had been specifically selected and infiltrated into the crew of 
the ship. The Master was not aware or to be made aware that this had been 
achieved and under no circumstances unless the cargo became at risk was any 
member of the team to compromise the operation by revealing their identities or 
the fact that they were a member of the team. It was stressed that Egypt was a 
neutral nation and I would be well aware from witnessing the "exodus of 
Alexandria" that many Egyptians were anti-British and held strong Axis 
sympathies. It was also pointed out that neutrality was not necessarily a safeguard 
against attack and the Egyptian ship Zamzam had been sunk by a German Raider 
in the South Atlantic. It was impressed on both Milne and myself, that no action 
was to be taken that in any way compromised the neutrality of the vessel or would 
embarrass either Government. It was made clear that there would be considerable 
hostility towards us by the Egyptians onboard, particularly as the crew vacancies 
may have been engineered in a somewhat clumsy manner. However, the Master 
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had accepted the replacements, albeit with bad grace, as a prerequisite to being 
able to sail and the team joined in dribs and drabs as "DBS survivors from the 'MN 
pool"'. 
I joined on 6th April having met the other 4 members of the team ashore. I met the 
Master at 1000 and was informed that my duties would be working cargo under the 
Chief Officer and the safe navigation of the ship at sea in addition to watch 
keeping. He told me that he would require me to liaise with the British on 
independent routing of the ship, but I was to make clear to them that he would not 
necessarily take their advice. I then commenced working the night shift unloading 
cargo. On 20th April a Naval salvage team had to pump out the forepeak and No 1 
hold which appeared to have been sabotaged. On 21st April we commenced 
loading cased cargo under armed guards and loading was completed 29 April, my 
19th birthday. We sailed independently from Alexandria with part cargo for Port 
Said on Sunday 2nd May arriving Port Said on 3rd May. On the 4th May, whilst 
traversing the Canal the ship ran aground on the lee bank. The pilot blamed the 
Master, but it is difficult to ascertain whether it was deliberate or accidental. Tugs 
were immediately called and prevented the ship from blocking the canal. Damage 
was not serious and the ship anchored off Port Tewfik late that night. On 
Wednesday 5th the ship went alongside at Port Tewfik and commenced loading 
US military stores with ship under heavy guard. Loading proceeded both day and 
night with the Chief Officer Milne supervising day loading and I supervising night 
loading. 
 
On 11th May we embarked twenty-five US personnel in charge of an Army Captain 
and then after finally embarking a "civilian" passenger, Mr Biancadi, we sailed for 
Aden. Independent passage to Aden was very hot but uneventful and was reached 
on the 18th. Bunkering and loading of further priority cargo ex-USA was delayed by 
what appeared to be inter-service rivalry. Then two winches broke down or were 
deliberately sabotaged (the latter being the more likely) which occasioned further 
delay and we finally sailed on 22nd May for the Persian Gulf. On 23rd May at 0430 
the main engine broke down and the ship was hove to in the Gulf some 6 hours. 
(There was considerable doubt as to the reasons for this breakdown). On 24th May 
at 0830 a suspicious object was sighted in position 14 degrees 35 45 North 56 
degrees 15mins East, probable periscope. Milne as Officer on watch ordered the 
transmission of an SSSS, (Submarine sighting or contact report signal) This was 
standard procedure. Almost immediately a British sloop appeared over the horizon. 
The SSSS was cancelled by the Master who claimed it was a breach of neutrality 
and in any case Milne and the look-outs were mistaken. This resulted in a flaming 
and very public row between the two of them. The sloop remained in the area but 
hull down from us. 
Then on 29th May of the Muscat Coast in position 24 degrees 04 Mins North, 58 
Degrees 40 mins East at 0820 there was a loud explosion and a periscope was 
sighted close to on the Port side, then moving across our bow to starboard. There 
was also an Arab dhow in the vicinity and some close radio transmissions. An 
SSSS was again transmitted and our friendly Sloop re-appeared and commenced 
an Anti-submarine search. We were ordered to leave the area with dispatch. There 
was a further flaming row between Mr Milne and the Master and the American 
Army Captain over the transmission of this SSSS and the propriety of such a 
message from a neutral ship. Milne told me that he had insisted that we should 
then zig-zag away from the area. The Master then accused him of being a spy. 
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There was a strong suspicion that it was Commander Wolfgang Luth in German 
submarine U-131 and that he believed that the ship might re-supply him, suspicion 
shared by the British authorities from previous events. The presence of the British 
Sloop made sure that this did not occur. The tanker British Venture was sunk in 
this area shortly afterwards. There had been a number of other incidents involving 
Arab Dhows operating with submarines in this area which culminated in a number 
of narrow escapes and the sinking of several allied ships. 
The ship arrived off the Shatt-EI-Arab at 0430 2nd June and proceeded to Basra to 
unload military stores, guarded by Indian Army sentries. Chief Officer Milne told me 
on 7th May told me that he had been sacked by the Master and was therefore 
forced to leave, and that the overall responsibility was now mine as no 
replacement was available for him. He said the Master had again accused him of 
being a spy and claimed that he had searched the Master's cabin and ransacked 
his draws. Milne denied this but warned me that he believed the Master was quite 
paranoid. He also told me that I should trust and regard Mr Biancadi the 
"passenger" as a friend if I was in any trouble. 
The Master icily informed me that I would be acting Chief Officer until he could find 
a replacement for Mr Milne who he said had been "sacked for dishonesty". My 
inclination was to leave also, the cargo had been delivered and that appeared to 
be the end of the need. Mr  Biancadi persuaded me it was my duty to remain. We 
sailed on the evening of the 8th and arrived off Bushire on the evening of 9th June. 
We spent a week in this god-forsaken anchorage loading general cargo for Karachi 
and on Saturday 19th June, Mr Biancadi and I were invited ashore to a fete at the 
British Residence, where the Minister told me that under no circumstances was I to 
leave the ship at this juncture, but he said he was unable to elaborate. "He was just 
the messenger!" The hot and humid weather, lack of even a breath of wind coupled 
with the plague proportions of mosquitos made life almost unbearable. In addition 
the natives loading the ship were desperately poor, clad only in rags, they exuded 
a most unpleasant body smell and were prepared to steal anything that was 
moveable. 
We finally sailed on 25th June arriving Hormuz on 27th June for orders sailing for 
Karachi on 29th June arriving PM 3rd June and berthed alongside on 4th June. On 
5th June a new Chief Officer (a Goanese national) arrived but I was required to 
supervise cargo unloading/loading both day and night as he was new to the ship. 
We departed Karachi on 11th June. Due to further engine troubles the ship did not 
arrive Colombo until 20th July sailing the following day for Calcutta arriving 29th 
July. We berthed at Kiddepore Dock on Friday 30th July and were unloading 
general cargo until 5th August when the ship dry-docked until 9th.Then the ship 
commenced loading general cargo. 
On the 19th August the Master on returning from shore, in his usual inebriated 
state, accused me of having been in his cabin and ransacking his draws. This was 
not true and I strenuously denied it pointing out that I hadn't left the deck since he 
went ashore. He then accused me of being a liar, saying "liars are worse than 
thieves and you are worse than Milne". The other team members had left the ship 
to join a British ship on arrival in Calcutta so I had no compunction in suggesting 
that if he really held that view than he had better find a relief for me and I would 
leave. He backed off at this muttering something under his breath about having to 
have a navigator, but henceforth our relations were to remain very distant. There is 
the possibility that an Egyptian crew member had ransacked his draws for they 
were a pretty poor lot, but certainly not one of our team for that would have been 
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inconsistent with our duties. The most likely explanation was an Indian stevedore 
or one of the coaling gang. Mr Biancadi said he thought the Master in his few sober 
and more coherent moments genuinely believed that his cabin had been entered 
and draws ransacked and that none of his Egyptian crew would have done this. A 
trust I did not share. He told me that in conversation with the Master that he had 
pointed out that it could not have been me, as he had been on deck with me the 
whole time the Master was ashore and the Master's response was "well he would 
have liked to!". 
We completed loading cargo on the 23rd August and immediately departed 
Calcutta. On clearing the Hoogly River on 25th August the ship ran into appalling 
weather with low visibility and very rough seas with the barometer falling steadily.  
We were making only 4-5 knots in a 25-30 foot sea and swell with gale force winds 
and the ship was routed mid-Indian Ocean to avoid a German Raider and the 
Japanese submarines I-27 and I-37 known to be operating in the area and U-181 
which sank the Clan MacArthur in 23 .00S 51.11E on 11th August. Visibility was 
down to less than 1 mile and the barometer bottomed (stuck at its lowest point at 
955 millibars). At dawn on the 14th September after 8 days of dead-reckoning, 
without the benefit of either sun or star sights due to poor visibility, I sighted 
Rottnest Island and our dead-reckoning position was only 1 mile out. No mean feat 
of navigation considering the weather. Challenged by the Dutch destroyer Tromp 
at 0630, overdue and without the current recognition signals, there were a few 
anxious moments before our identity was established. We came to anchor in Gage 
Roads off Fremantle, W.A. two hours later and the Master surfaced for the first 
time since leaving Calcutta. After anchoring for two days in Gage Roads (in 
company with HMAS Shropshire) the ship proceeded to Adelaide on 16th 
September arriving Friday 24th September when Mr Biancadi left the ship, telling 
me that he believed that the ship would be taken over by the Ministry of War 
Transport in Melbourne. I believe that Mr Biancadi was an important British 
Government official, although he never revealed what he was doing onboard, 
where he was going, or what his job was, but he certainly had priority passage and 
was a good friend to me. 
The general cargo was unloaded and ship prepared for taking grain, sailing for 
Melbourne on 29th September. The ship arrived in Melbourne on Friday 1st 
October and I was turned in by the Port Doctor with a high fever, possibly malaria, 
which did not break until 9th October. On 10th October the Master was advised 
that I would be leaving the ship on being mobilised but he objected saying that the 
ship was neutral, the Articles were in Alexandria and he was not obliged to pay 
regard to other than Egyptian Law onboard and that if I left the ship he would log 
me for desertion. On 13th October the Master was told bluntly by the Ship's Agent 
(Mr Maddison?) to sober up and that arrangements were to be made for my 
discharge as I had been called up for Naval service and by law he had to let me 
go. After a lengthy and unpleasant diatribe about my letting him down by leaving, 
he with bad grace agreed, the Ships Articles were actually produced, although the 
Master had previously claimed that they were not available and the machinery was 
put in motion. 
I was legally discharged on 14th October 1943 and promptly taken in tow by the 
Rev F.L.Oliver from the Flying Angel Mission to Seaman. On 15th October, I was 
declared medically fit, but the Doctors said that I was badly run down and should 
have the best part of a months leave to recuperate. That was hardly surprising, 
since losing "Dafila" I had worked a minimum of 18 hours a day for 210 days and 
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lost the best part of a stone in weight being down to 9stone 2lbs. The tension of 
living in this hostile anti-British environment for this period had undoubtedly 
contributed to the stress and left me exhausted both physically and mentally. 
 
On Saturday 16th October I was welcomed into the fold at 139 Cotham Road.  
(This was the home of the Lawrence family. His future mother-in-law, Amy 
Lawrence, took in lads from the seamen’s mission for R&R, so James would not 
have been the first to take advantage of the hospitality.  However, Arthur Lawrence 
took to the young man, and later agreed to become his next-of-kin.  James came 
to regard Arthur and Amy as his parents, and a rather lovely late wartime letter to 
Amy survives, in which he addresses her as Mum, and says how much he 
appreciates it).  
 
My monthly wages for the period in Egyptian Pounds were twenty pounds plus five 
pounds short hand money, plus ten pounds war risk, a total of thirty-five pounds. 
On 17th November 1943, I was appointed to HMAS Kanimbla in my substantive 
rank of Midshipman with the princely pay of seven shillings and six pence per day 
plus three shillings per day deferred pay, quite a difference! 
We were fortunate to avoid interception in the Indian Ocean. June, July and August 
were months of heavy shipping losses in the Indian Ocean, June's losses to U-
boats 12 ships of 67,929 tons increased in July to 16 ships of 89,580 tons and 
made that month's Indian Ocean losses the heaviest of any theatre. In addition the 
German Raider "H"Michel was loose in the Indian Ocean sinking the Hoegh 
Silverdawn 1,800 miles WNW of Fremantle and the Ferncastle on the 15th and 
17th June respectively, both en route to the Persian Gulf. 
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Joining Kanimbla 
 
I left Melbourne on 2nd December at 12 noon from Spencer Street station on a 
troop train "special." We reached Seymour at 1700 (5PM) and there was a mad 
rush for the refreshment room and bar. The Red-Caps (Military Police) gave up 
attempting to keep the troops out of the bar. It was my first sight of the five o'clock 
swill and quite an education. 
 
The ladies from the CWA (Country Womens Association were helping railway 
refreshment room staff serve a railway “special” of teat and sangers and mash 
(sausages and mashed potato) to the milling crowd of some twelve hundred 
soldiers, sailors and airmen, and I opted for this queue (being firmly pushed to the 
front bu a Chief Petty Officer with the comment that “even lowly rank has its 
privileges, and none is lower than a “Snottie” (Midshipmen).  I might add that he 
used this excuse to insert himself immediately behind me in the line.  
 
We were served with an immense 
quantity of mashed potato, 
four somewhat tired looking 
sausages and a large dollop of 
tomato sauce to hide the taste of 
what some of the troops described as 
horse or kangaroo meat. A very 
motherly lady muttering about 
"cradle snatching" additionally pressed 
on me a large package of 
sandwiches with the advice that we 
would get nothing more until breakfast 
at Gundagai and "growing boys" 
needed better sustenance than 
"railway bangers". The train started 
again after about an hour and rattled 
on so slowly that some soldiers, well 
lubricated from an hour in the 
Seymour bar, were jumping off 
the train and running alongside 
it. The train ultimately rumbled 
into Albury at midnight, where it was necessary to disembark to change trains from 
the broad gauge Victorian rails to the standard gauge New South Wales rails. 
There was a bitter wind, despite it being summer and the refreshment rooms were 
firmly shut up with red-caps stationed to ensure none of the troops left the station.
 A long walk from the Victorian end of the platform to the New South Wales 
end was somewhat daunting as we all lugged our gear in the brownout (partial 
blackout) along to the new train and sought our correct carriages, none of which 
were clearly marked. At 01.15, with the troops finally sorted out into their correct 
carriages, the NSW train finally got under way, again we were in old wooden and 
very basic carriages, but at least with the advantage of a corridor and toilet. I was 
told that the reason for the dilapidated carriages was that the Army refused to pay 
for damage to them, which on occasion had been significant. 
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As the youngest member in the carriage compartment I was firmly told that I should 
climb into one of the vacant luggage racks to bed down, the other being allocated 
to a young pilot officer, while the four Army officers (A Major and three Captains) 
bedded down one on each seat and two on the floor. I quickly fell asleep and was 
only awakened by the furious rattle of the carriages as the train braked and 
shuddered on its approach to Gundagai at 6.15 AM. We were welcomed by the 
Salvation Army and CWA with copious cups of steaming hot tea, sausages, bacon 
and eggs, and toast. We were warned that there would be no further meals until we 
reached Sydney. The train ultimately reached Sydney at 14.30 (2.30PM), too late 
to obtain onward passage to Brisbane until the next day. The Naval RTO at Central 
Railway Station was far from pleased to be burdened with a Midshipman, 
particularly with one with nowhere to stay. His solution was to bundle me off to the 
Naval Depot with a draft of sailors with instructions to report back at 08.00 the next 
morning. The Depot was not pleased, but found me a bed for the night and 
provided me with a decent evening meal and breakfast and the opportunity for hot 
showers and clean sheets. 
 
Reporting back at 08.00 on 4th December as instructed, the Naval RTO told me 
that Kanimbla was in Cairns and that I was booked to leave Sydney at 14.00 on a 
troop train and could do as I pleased until then. I explored Sydney and met with the 

ire of a local policeman, who 
apparently thought I was taking 
the "mickey" out of him when I 
asked for directions and the 
time. His response was "how 
the hell should I know." Back to 
Central Railway with an hour to 
spare, I bought myself a cup of 
"coffee" and a "Spam" sandwich 
from the Refreshment Room, I 
have never tasted such 
revolting coffee, it tasted worse 
than the German Ersatz coffee 
made from burnt acorns and 
appeared to be largely chicory. 
Equally unappetising was the 
Spam sandwich, which must 
have been at least a day old, 
with an attempt at revival by the 
liberal application of mustard. I 
then reported to the RTO for my 
ticket and joined the milling 
throng of largely soldiers on the 

platform, and ultimately found my carriage and seat number. Failure to provide 
easily identifiable carriage numbers added to the platform confusion. Red-caps 
were attempting to control the troops and achieve some semblance of order out of 
the chaos, but there were two divisions of the train going to separate destinations 
and railway officials seemed uncertain which was which. They had been named 
the Northern and Central divisions and I took a punt on Brisbane being the 
Northern division, which proved correct. We lost the central component of the train 
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during the night. I would hate however to hazard how many troops were in the 
wrong division. 
 
I had been allocated a seat in a compartment with only three other occupants, one 
of whom was Paymaster Lieutenant Trevor Rapke (later Judge Rapke and Naval 
Judge Advocate, who was to remain a life long friend). He took me firmly under his 
wing and I found that he had organised box meals for the four of us for the entire 
journey. The carriage was marginally better than the last leg, but again I "won" a 
luggage rack as a sleeping berth. As the train wandered slowly North with 
numerous stops, tea was available at many stations, but the bars were firmly 
closed and at each stop the Provosts made determined efforts to stop the soldiers 
from leaving the platform We arrived in Brisbane at 10.00 on 6th December and 
while I was reporting to the Naval RTO (Rail Transport Officer) for onward passage 
to Cairns, a sailor overheard me saying that I was to join Kanimbla in Cairns, he 
interrupted to tell the RTO that the ship was in Moreton Bay, that he was off her 
and had come up river to collect some urgent spares from this train. 
 
The RTO (an elderly Special Branch Lieutenant) was most indignant, he first 
rounded on the unfortunate sailor and ticked him off for disclosing ships 
movements and then said to me "You have been told to join her in Cairns and as 
far as I am concerned that is where you are going." When I started to remonstrate, 
I got bawled out. "Don't argue with me, do as you are told." Retreat seemed the 
best option and I meekly handed over my Route Order and obtained a booking for 
Cairns. My first clash with the maddening bureaucracy of "depot stanchions" (shore 
based staff who had never been to sea and were never likely to do so). However, 
as soon as I left the RTO's Office I sought out the sailor from Kanimbla and asked 
him when he was returning to the ship. He said that first he had to go to the 
Brisbane Base, HMAS Moreton and he could give me a lift there, but was a bit 
dubious about taking me further. I never heard anything more about my booking to 
Cairns and assume that it was lost in the morass of paper work that seemed to be 
involved in every movement. 
 
At Moreton, there was some debate as whether I should join in Moreton Bay or 
wait until the ship returned to Brisbane.  Ultimately, after much procrastination, it 
was decided that I should join without delay (a decision based more on lack of 
accommodation than other considerations) and as the Kanimbla sailor had 
disappeared, reluctantly a car was provided and the driver told to take me to New 
Farm Wharf, where one of Kanimbla Landing Craft Mechanised (LCM) was 
loading. Arriving at New Farm, we found no sign of an LCM and a wharfinger said 
none had been there all day. The driver then suggested we try Newstead Wharf 
("Those bloody depot stanchions wouldn't know the difference" he said). Much to 
my relief there was a LCM loading stores with a bright red K23 marking on its stem. 
I reported to a Lieutenant (Lieutenant Roadknight) who was in charge of loading 
the LCM and he handed me over to Sub-Lieutenant Ken Schultz (Ken and I were 
to become long term friends). I joined the ship at 19.30 (7.30PM) to be greeted by 
the XO (Executive Officer, 2nd in Command) with the comment "we had given you 
up, your appointment was months ago." 
 
The XO told me that some 85 per cent of the ship's company had never been to 
sea prior to joining Kanimbla and only five officers had full watchkeeping tickets, 
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they were all RANR (Seagoing) (Merchant Navy Officers in a special seagoing 
Reserve) apart from the Captain Commander Norman Shaw, who had been 
recalled to service on the RAN Emergency List after being prematurely retired 
during the depression. All the Engineers in the ship were McIlwraith McEachran 
engineers who had been with the ship since building and had been commissioned 
into the RANR(Seagoing). The ship's company were also almost completely green 
and the ship was working up in Moreton bay to become operational as a Landing 
Ship Infantry (LSI) in company with the American AP A (US descriptions for 
Landing Ship Infantry) USS Henry T Alien and green American troops. He also told 
me that I had until March to prepare for Sub-Lieutenant's promotion examinations 
in Navigation (written) and Seamanship (Fleet Board), (Tough exams without the 
benefit of courses and examinations that RANR officers were not required to 
undertake), and that until after these examinations I would not be sea- 
watchkeeping, but would be allocated duties as Assistant Meteorological and 
Signals Officer, adding as an apparent afterthought, that I might find the ship's 
routine a little strange! 
 
He then inquired about my fitness saying that Navy Office had indicated some 
concern about the injuries I had suffered and the stress I had been exposed to and 
that was one of the reasons I had been appointed to a ship with a medical officer, 
but more importantly I had extensive sea experience at a junior officer level where 
sea experience was sadly lacking. I was then taken to meet the Captain, he said 
much the same thing. This briefing was a somewhat daunting, but joining during 
the work-up was helpful and the ship's company were great.  Successions of 
troops were being landed over beaches at Bribie Island and Toorbul Point and then 
re-embarked in sometimes quite difficult conditions was valuable training and the 
ship's company quickly learnt to handle the tasks. A spare bunk and locker were 
found for me in a dormitory style cabin often berths. It was very basic. The 
gunroom itself was a small annexe off the wardroom on the starboard side and 
comprised a piano and a few armchairs.I was promptly named "Kipper" by the 
Gunroom, the usual Australian Navy reference to the Royal Navy and in no time 
that nickname was used behind my back by the sailors as well. This work-up phase 
ended on 11th December, with the ship proceeding up the Brisbane River to 
Cruiser C. Wharf. Leave for Midshipmen was restricted to "Boy Scouts" leave (8PM 
with one late night a week to 10PM) which I found irksome after the freedom I had 
enjoyed in the Med, but I made the best of it and apart from visiting the Langdon 
family, whose address I had been given, (They had delightful twin daughters of 
about my age, both engaged), I spent most of my other leave opportunities at the 
Valley baths. (I also had my leave stopped for a week for my first Journal entry 
"Joining Kanimbla" and was told to start the Journal again as I had been critical of 
my superiors. I kept this the original entry.) 
 
Kanimbla remained in berths in the Brisbane River until 20th December when we 
returned to Moreton Bay and with US Army General Fuller onboard we embarked 
22 Officers and 510 other ranks from the US Army Special Amphibious Group over 
the beach at Redcliffe and exercised them through until Christmas Day when they 
were finally landed in a night landing. Christmas Dinner was celebrated on 
December 26th and we then embarked a further team from the US Army Special 
Amphibious Group, but we were dogged by bad weather and only one successful 
over-the-beach landing was carried out before 31st December, when a joint ship's 
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company - American embarked troops concert was given on the quarterdeck. This 
saw out 1943 and we all hoped for a more promising 1944. At 07.30 on the 10th 
January in company with H.M.A.Ships Cowra and Townsville we proceeded to sea 
for surface and air gunnery firings. The standard of gunnery left much to be desired 
and there was a clear need for more practice. The sleeve the aircraft was towing 
suffered no damage. The two ancient 12 pounder 3" HA/LA guns of World War 
One vintage were almost useless and seemed likely to inflict more damage on the 
gun crews than the enemy. We then adjusted compasses and on completion 
returned to Brisbane. That completed our work-up period. The following ditty 
became popular at concerts onboard with the author anon:- 
There's a ship known as Kanimbla, 
Used to be an A.M C.  
But they've taken all her guns off and shipped on L.S.D.  
Instead of taking convoys and receiving grateful thanks  
They've filled her up with guns and herds of stinking Yanks 
Our Gunnery department is enough to make us sob,  
A Naval Comic Opera, produced by Uncle Bob  
Its probably the only one where gunners get a run  
On a submarine thats flying somewhere round the sun 
Our subbies are all wonders and possibly unique 
 They're an all Assault production, that Army-Navy freak.  
They often make us wonder and leave us in a daze  
How the Navy turns them out in only 90 days. 
 
The first three months of 1944 
 
On the 15th January after embarking a negro Labour Battalion of 32 officers and 
950 enlisted men plus their engineering equipment, we sailed for Cairns, arriving in 
Cairns in torrential rain from the edge of a cyclone. We  embarked 22 Landing 
Craft Vehicle Personnel (LCVP's) to replace our ten LCV's and 12 ALCA's, 
departing Cairns at 1500.The LCVP's are more versatile than the ALCA's being 
able to carry both troops and vehicles; they are significantly faster, diesel engined 
(obviating the need to carry petrol onboard) and are far better boats in the surf. 
Kanimbla arrived in Milne Bay at 1200 on 21st January after passage through the 
navigationally difficult but picturesque China Straits and after an overnight visit 
proceeded to Langemak Bay and discharged our troops and their equipment. 
Langemak Bay had only been in Allied hands a short time and our Labour 
battalion's task was to further develop the port and the roads leading back to the 
towering Sattleberg Ranges. One of the problems was that the Sattleberg Ranges 
were in Japanese hands and their height made early warning radar difficult. While 
anchored at Langemak, there were two air raid alerts, the first during a cinema 
show, when Japanese apparently attacked and bombed adjacent Dregar Harbour 
airfield and a second warning shortly after we resumed watching the movie, which 
resulted in us proceeding to sea. We then anchored off Buna to allow us to arrive 
at Goodenough Island at first light on the 25th January. 
At Goodenough Island, we surrendered all our Landing craft for use by US Army 
engineers and proceeded to Port Moresby to embark Brigadier Eather, 56 officers 
and 1090 men of the famous 6th Division of the AIF, who had fought, held and 
defeated the Japanese on the Kokoda trail. The ship completed loading on the 
27th January and escorted by HMAS Kapunda we proceeded to Cairns arriving on 
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the 29th to disembark 6th Division troops and embark more US Troops and a new 
set of LCVP's We also received our first mail since departing Brisbane and much 
needed stores. We then made another passage to Langemak Bay with 
reinforcements and once again on the return passage surrendered our LCVP's to 
Goodenough Island before returning to Port Moresby for a second load of 6th 
Division AIF personnel and thence to Cairns, escorted on each occasion by HMAS 
Warrego.  
 
We arrived in Cairns on 11th February to commence exercising 6th Division and 
Naval Beach Groups in the Trinity Bay area for the next two weeks. Cairns was 
swarming with service personnel and was virtually a garrison, the hotels were dry, 
the weather wet hot and humid and there were no recreational facilities available to 
our ship's company. On the 3rd March we received 22 new LCVP's, our old boats 
being delivered to the RAN Naval Beach Group for training purposes. The new 
LCVP's were a newer version, much better fitted out and in first class condition. On 
4th March we departed Cairns in company with HMAS Manoora escorted by two 
U.S.Navy Frigates bound for Goodenough Island, but on Sunday 5th March we 
received a signal to proceed with dispatch to Gladstone and reversed course. On 
Monday 6th March we received advice that contact had been made with a 
submarine at the North end of Grafton Passage, (At that time the only non-mined 
entrance through the Barrier Reef) which we expected to pass through about 1200. 
We sighted a number of corvettes carrying out anti-submarine sweeps as we made 
the passage and then rendezvoused with HMAS Lucy Star off Cairns to pick up 
mails. Kanimbla berthed at Gladstone on 7th March stem to stem with Manoora 
and both ships were given a tremendous reception by the local population, who 
apologised for the short notice and the inability to lay on more entertainment. Many 
families opened their homes to our sailors who really appreciated the home 
comforts they were offered. 
We immediately commenced loading cargo and embarked US troops on the 9th 
sailing with Manoora for Langemak Bay (New Guinea) with Combat 
reinforcements. On 14th March, off Megan Island (Langemak Bay) operational 
action stations were sounded at first light and we completed the disembarking of 
our cargo and 1,500 troops in a record 5 hours 30 minutes but had to wait a further 
3 hours before Manoora completed her discharge (Manoora was carrying 65 tons 
less cargo and 300 fewer troops) The turn around of our LCVP's on the beach was 
particularly good in difficult surf conditions, while Manoora's boats had difficulty in 
handling the conditions. 
We retunred to Gladstone on Saturday 18th March to load further reinforcements 
and on the Sunday a combined church service was held in HMAS Manoora and 
the combined ship's companies were addressed by Commander Shaw as Senior 
Naval Officer, Australian Landing Ships. In the afternoon a swimming carnival was 
held against the local community and they decisively won, although I was pleased 
to win a 500 yard medley. However, in cricket we had a decisive win 145 - 46 runs. 
And in the evening our ship's company, helped by our Kanimbla band, (which were 
crash hot and improved at every performance) led community singing as a prelude 
to the pictures at the local Embassy Theatre as a means of saying thank you to the 
locals for their hospitality. 
On Monday 20th we embarked troops of the famous 162nd US Infantry Company 
led by Lieutenant-Colonel Roosevelt a cousin of the US president. These troops 
had distinguished themselves with 2nd/18th AIF at Buna. We then sailed for 
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Megan Island escorted by USS San Pedro and HMAS Rockhampton arriving off 
Megan Island at first light on Saturday 25th March, and set a new record for 
lowering all boats of 13.5 minutes. Once again Kanimbla finished unloading well 
ahead of Manoora . We then proceeded to Cape Sudest and lowered 13 of our 
boats and crews hoisting US Army boats and crews to replace them. 
Kanimbla then proceeded to Goodenough Island to find a large number of LST's 
already in the anchorage. Prior to shifting berth alongside the main (No 3) wharf 
the medical officer lectured the entire ship's company on the problems of Malaria 
that was endemic on this Island. The ship's company were taking atabrine daily 
which was issued to us all with lunch, and the majority of us had a jaundiced 
(sallow yellow complexion) appearance from this anti-malarial prophylactic. The 
main emphasis of the lectures was the need to use mosquito repellent on the 
exposed parts of the body and wear long sleeved shirts and trousers after dusk. 
On Thursday 4th April, we landed 150 officers and men as an armed landing party, 
comprising three sections and a headquarters. In sweltering heat we marched 12 
miles and the condition of some of the sailors at even half way were a matter for 
concern. I ended with two sailors' rifles besides my own arms, and Sub-Lieutenant 
Ian Wailes and I found few sailors were enthusiastic about participating in a shoot 
at the end of the march. Nevertheless a cool shower at the end of the day was very 
welcome. 
On Saturday 8th April we carried out exercise landings at Taupoto Bay and lost 
one LCVP (a write off) on the beach due to heavy surf. On completion of the 
exercise we re-embarked the troops and returned to Goodenough Island 
anchorage, where we had a wash-up on the exercise and its implications for the 
forthcoming operations. One decision made was to revise the operational loading 
of equipment to ensure that vehicles and stores arrived at the beachhead in the 
correct order. The exercise had shown the need for a tracked salvage vehicle for 
the beach party as an early priority. During the whole of this period the weather 
was hot and humid with periods of torrential rain. Many of the ship's company were 
suffering from skin problems and prickly heat and tinea were common complaints. 
Both in harbour and at sea it was necessary to darken ship (complete blackout) 
which involved closing all screen doors, scuttles (portholes to the uninitiated) and 
deadlights and for almost 12 hours each day the only ventilation between decks 
was provided by a somewhat inadequate forced draught air trunking. 
 
Operation Noiseless, April 1944 
 
In April 1944 Japanese Headquarters in New Guinea were at Manokwari, on the 
Vogelkop Peninsula on the North west point of Geelvenik Bay, where Japanese 
Lieutenant General Teshima commanded the II Army of about 50,000 men and 
responsibility for Western New Guinea and the Halmaheras. In the Hollandia area, 
about 420 miles east of Manokwari were some 11,000 Japanese, nearly all base 
troops. At Aitape some 120 miles east of Hollandia were approximately 1,000 of 
whom only about 240 were combat troops. The XVIII Army ofthree divisions, 
totalling 50,000 to 55,000 men under the command of General Adachi, was 
concentrated in the Wewak area 90 miles east of Aitape and the Hansa Bay and 
Madang-Bogadjim areas, respectively 100 and 200 miles southeasterly from 
Wewak. Thus the extent of New Guinea under the Japanese control eastwards 
from the Japanese Headquarters at Manokwari to the Australian forward positions 
at Bogadjim was about 930 miles. 
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The "D" Day objective of Operation "NOISELESS" was the securing of the three 
Japanese airfields located in the Tanahmerah Bay-Hollandia area. Then Operation 
"Noiseless" was designed to cut in half these forces, isolating the XVIII Army of 
General Teshima at Manokwari and denting the Japanese defensive perimeter to a 
depth of420 miles. 
 
The western half of New Guinea, the territory into which we were about to 
advance, was little known to us or to the Dutch Administration who had annexed it 
from the Vogelkop in 1848. At the time of the  Japanese occupation there were 
only about 200 Dutch in the area and some one million natives, mostly Melanesian, 
in an area covering 152,000 square miles of generally mountainous country with 
peaks of between 13,000 and 15,000 feet interspersed with some of the world's 
largest swamps. From the Western shores of Geelvenik Bay to the boundary with 
Australian New Guinea there is only one first class harbour and anchorage - 
Humboldt Bay, about 15miles from the border. West of Humboldt Bay the coastline 
runs west by north in a featureless line to Tanahmerah Bay and the area between 
the two indentations is occupied by the Cyclops Mountains, formerly an offshore 
island, whose northern slopes drop sharply from their 7,000 foot plateau down to 
the shore. South of the Cyclops Range, and about six miles west of Humboldt Bay, 
a relic of the Cyclops' Island past remains in all that is left of the former marine 
strait - Lake Sentani, a narrow body of water 15 miles long which although now 
divorced from the sea still contains sharks. Between the lake's north shore and the 
Cyclops Mountains is a plain, and thereon the Japanese had constructed three 
airfields, with another under construction in early 1944 at Tami on the coastal plain 
about five miles east of Humboldt Bay. Thus the Humboldt -Tanahmerah Bay 
region with a first class harbour and anchorage and three airfields already built, 
offered the best site short of Geelvink Bay for developing into a naval, air and 
supply base. 
The final assault plans called for three simultaneous landings, at Aitape (to provide 
the Fifth Airforce with an airfield at Tadji) and at Humboldt Bay and Tanahmerah 
Bay. 
On 1st April 1944, Kanimbla sailed to Cape Sudest on 14th April to join CTF. 77 
(Rear Admiral Barbey) Kanimbla departed Cape Sudest on 17th April and was 
joined by a further 7 LST's, 1 RAN Salvage Tug, the American AKA Gannymede 
and three destroyers. The force then proceeded to Manus (Seeadler Harbour) 
which had only been occupied six weeks previously. The work done by the US 
Navy Seabees in the intervening six weeks was almost incredible, they had 
developed roads, airfields, wharves and Quonset huts everywhere from virgin 
jungle and isolated plantations and as a naval base it had become fully 
operational. The entire force for Operation "Noiseless" had now assembled in 
Seeadler Harbour and departed on 19th April. On the 20th April, this vast armada 
of 158 vessels steamed at nine knots (The best speed of the LCI's) toward our 
objectives in periods of heavy rain squalls. On 21 st April, it was reported that one 
Japanese reconnaissance aircraft was shot down by Warhawks from CTF.  
There was an air of excitement in the ship as troops and boats' crews received 
their final briefing, prepared their boats and checked armament. There was also an 
air of tension amongst those who had previous experience of battle. That tension 
of waiting in the knowledge that carnage could ensue. 
On the bridge in the middle watch there was the distant sound of thunder and 
lightening over the Cyclops Mountains, or was it the sound of dropping bombs and 
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bomb flashes as the airforce bombed the airfields as a diversionary tactic? The 
humidity was very high with a heavy dew and sound carried. The throb of 
Manoora's diesel engines could be clearly heard through the otherwise still air and 
there was the whiff of the smell of tropical jungle coming from the looming Cyclops 
Mountains clearly visible to the West. Many of the sailors were sleeping on the 
upper decks to escape the heat and humidity and they tended to obstruct passage 
of those needing to move in the darkness. At 03.00 on the 22nd, we were only 
eleven miles from the Bay and Task Force 74 was dispatched to search to the 
north, returning to provide gunfire support for the landing, bombarding the landing 
beaches in the south-east corner of the bay. As dawn broke the ship went to Action 
Stations and under the cover of the bombardment we lowered our boats and 
dispatched the first waves. The Japanese were so taken by surprise that just 
before the bombardment commencing a shore signal station called up Shropshire, 
(apparently under the impression it was one of their own ships). It provided an 
excellent ranging and the signal station was demolished with the first salvo. The 
spectacular ship to shore bombardment was followed by the devastating fire of 480 
rockets from LCS's that saturated the beach area immediately prior to our first 
wave landing at 07.00. 
There was no opposition on Red One or Red Two beaches and the second wave 
was called in with Kanimbla shifting berth to six cables off Kwakibooh Island. As 
our second wave passed this island on the way to Red One Beach a machine gun 
fired on them from this island and was quickly silenced by an absolute barrage 
from destroyers almost blowing the small island to pieces. Only a few snipers were 
encountered as the troops pushed inland. The Australia and Shropshire discovered 
an enemy oil wharf and several small cargo vessels to the west of the landing area 
and these were quickly disposed of in a cloud of smoke. By16.00 Kanimbla had 
completed disembarkation of all her 1,500 combat troops and their equipment, well 
ahead of schedule and we departed Tanahmerah Bay. 
 
We then learnt that both the Aitape and Humboldt Bay operations had been 
equally successful and that Shropshire had picked up a surviving Dutch 
Intelligence Officer and four natives who had been landed sometime previously 
from the American submarine Dace. His information of the location and strengths 
of the Japanese proved invaluable. It was later learned that the remainder of his 
party had been betrayed to the Japanese by the natives, but four others 
subsequently made it safely back to our lines after the landings. Kanimbla 
proceeded to Milne Bay via Cape Sudest, where we arrived at 09.30 on Saturday 
29th April, my 20th birthday with Milne Bay living up to its reputation for torrential 
rain. The strategic importance of this Operation cannot be underestimated for with 
minimal casualties it penetrated some 450 miles behind the Japanese front line 
and provided airfields that placed the entire Japanese Force at Manokwari in the 
Western half of New Guinea under threat and cut off the 50,000 Japanese facing 
the Australians near Madang. Essentially it immobilised 100,000 Japanese troops 
and this was only six weeks before the Normandy landings where the bulk of Allied 
Amphibious Forces were deployed. The implications cannot have been lost on the 
Japanese. In New Guinea only mopping up operations remained, for those 
Japanese cut off could effectively be left to starve, be eaten by the crocodiles or 
head-hunters, die of tropical diseases or surrender. 
 
That evening there was a concert onboard with a half hour singsong followed by a 
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short and the film "Blondie." After the movie the Gunroom had permission to 
extend the bar hour for 30 minutes to celebrate my birthday. This was the first 
occasion on which the three Australian LSI's Kanimbla, Manoora, and Westralia 
had operated together in "D" day landings. They were of course well known 
interstate passenger liner competitors prior to the war, being owned by McIlwraith 
McEachran, Adelaide Steam and Huddart Parker respectively. That competitive 
spirit remained with the ships in naval service and there was keen competition to 
be the first ship to complete unloading. An accolade that we in Kanimbla received 
for Operation Noiseless, by discharging more troops and cargo than either of the 
other ships and in less time. We were, I think, all pleased to receive the following 
signal from Admiral Barbey "1 express my sincere gratification at the success of 
your ship". Morale in the ship was at the time particularly high, as the result of our 
first successful major amphibious landing although the living conditions were far 
from comfortable what with water rationing; long periods without mail; a shortage of 
clothing and other slops, particularly footwear, oilskins and razor blades. 
 
We were encouraged to wear sandals and various methods were used to try to 
keep the "gillette" type razor blades sharp, such as stropping on the inside of a 
tumbler. Many gave up and beards abounded. We also suffered periodic shortages 
of fresh food and vegetables and the cooks did a marvellous job with dehydrated 
potatoes, dehydrated onions and dehydrated eggs to help vary the basic bully 
beef, tinned sausages and yippee beans (baked beans). Nevertheless we were far 
better off than most fleet units due t,o our large refrigerator capacity. The Canteen 
remained well-stocked thanks to the generosity of the Americans and their PX 
system. What was welcome on arrival at Milne Bay was the receipt of a large 
quantity of mail, which had been at Port Moresby, when the ship was working up at 
Goodenough Island, and which Commander Shaw had pressed to be allowed to 
collect;  a request refused by Admiral Barbey on security grounds due to the 
pending operation. A refusal that led to more than words and was believed to be 
responsible for Commander Shaw being relieved of his command of Kanimbla and 
as SNO Australian Landing Ships. Commander Shaw handled Kanimbla like a 
destroyer, and although tough was respected by all hands. Commander Shaw was 
to remain in shore postings for the remainder of the war and subsequently became 
Superintendent of Naval Dockyard Police. 
 
Commander Andrew Veitch Bunyan RANR(S) was subsequently appointed in 
command. Our Executive Officer Lieutenant-Commander Stanley Hamill Crawford 
assuming temporary command. During this period I was the Assistant Signals 
Officer in Kanimbla and also assistant Met Officer to Lieutenant Wetherall (a 
meteorological specialist) responsible for the production of weather maps and task 
force weather forecasting; a role that the ship was subsequently to lose when 
Manoora became the senior ship. We received coded weather reports via RAAF 
Laverton from hundreds of reporting stations and these had to be decoded and 
then plotted to prepare weather maps on which to base our forecasts. My task 
together with the duty met rating involved decoding and plotting each weather 
reporting station twice daily in preparation for the morning and evening synoptic 
chart on which Lieutenant Wetherall based his predictions. 
Lieutenant Wetherall helped alleviate the monotony of this work by encouraging 
me to learn the basics of forecasting and then allowing me to prepare draft forecast 
for him. The forecasts became increasingly accurate as he corrected any wrong 
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assumptions.  He was a good teacher, and gave me a strong grounding in weather 
forecasting.  
 
On 30th April after fuelling (500 ton's diesel) we proceeded to Goodenough Island 
berthing at Number 3 Wharf to embark fresh water and then proceeded to Cape 
Sudest, where thanks to the initiative of Lieutenant Wetherall the ship received a 
substantial issue of gratuitous cigarettes and canteen stores on 2nd May. 
Kanimbla then proceeded toward Langemak Bay in company with Henry T Allen, 
Westralia and Manoora. The latter three ships proceeding into Finchaffen while we 
anchored off Megum Island, where we embarked combat troops. Our LCM's were 
then left behind and replaced with three US Army Engineers LCM's. On 5th May 
having completed loading we weighed and proceeded to Finchaffen to rendezvous 
with the other LSI's, when Westralia appeared, she was minus her mainmast which 
lay across Number 5 hatch and her poop deck where it had crashed when it carried 
away while hoisting an LCM. 
 
This meant a passage south for Westralia and arrangements were made for 
married members of our crew, (who could be spared) to go south with her to 
Sydney where she underwent refit from 16th May to 31st July. Manoora was to 
follow after her main refrigerators broke down and was in Sydney from 28th June 
to 19th July. Kanimbla then carried out a reinforcement run to Humboldt Bay 
returning to Cape Sudest on 9th May and thence to Stringer Bay (Milne Bay) for a 
training programme for American 6th Division troops carrying out loading and 
unloading day and night, a programme that was scheduled to continue until mid-
June for the next amphibious landings. 
 
On the 13th May I was finally promoted to Acting Sub Lieutenant and backdated to 
31st March 1944 with consequential pay increase to twelve shillings and sixpence 
per day plus three shillings and sixpence per day deferred pay. I was promptly 
granted my watch keeping ticket (after searching oral examination by our 
Navigator, Lieutenant Vince Jerram) and placed on the night sea Officer of the 
Watch roster as one of the few officers allowed to keep night watches at sea. 
 
On 27th May further training schedules were cancelled and we then embarked the 
1st and 2nd Battalions and Headquarters Company of the 1st Infantry regiment of 
the US 6th Division and in company with Manoora proceeded to Wadke Island with 
a total of 3,300 troops and their equipment as urgent reinforcements for our hard 
pressed forces who had been forced back onto a narrow beachhead and less than 
50 yards of jungle at Toem by the Japanese. We had embarked 1575 troops, 300 
more than our bunk capacity and troops had to 'hot bunk' (that is to share bed 
space by swapping around) or sleep on deck. With the high humidity and 
oppressive heat deck space was also at a premium and sleep frequently disrupted 
by rain squalls. 
 
We arrived at the Toem beachhead at 0540 on the 5th June to find a heavy surf 
was running on the beach, which was also exposed to sniper fire, despite this 
handicap and the fact that 26 LCVP's had to be salvaged during the day unloading 
was completed at 20.36 and all boats were recovered. Fierce fighting could be 
seen on the shore. Wadke Island airfield was also under bomb attack and we were 
glad to proceed south to Humboldt Bay where we embarked some casualties and 
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thence to Cape Sudest and toward Milne Bay. 
 
With the ship darkened at night ventilation continued to prove inadequate and the 
troop decks could be likened to a Turkish bath with temperatures consistently 
exceeding 100 degrees F with 90% humidity. Water restrictions were particularly 
severe at this time and the liberal use of Johnson's talcum powder by the 
Americans added to the sweaty stench. Also when the ship was in the second 
degree of readiness or above, we all wore action battle dress (long sleeve shirts 
and trousers), lifebelts and anti-flash gear that covered our head, face and hands 
from flash of explosions and this added to the discomfort of the ship closed down 
while at action stations. The prolonged periods spent at action stations, day and 
night, with very little rest coupled with the mental strain during the approach to 
target beaches, when the reception we were likely to meet could not be gauged, 
and subsequently, during periods of waiting for enemy attacks, together with high 
temperatures and humidity, were calculated at times to produce a feeling of 
lassitude, both physical and mental and the feeling permeated the whole ship's 
company. 
 
To me, the greatest difference in sea war in this area (compared to the Atlantic and 
Mediterranean) was the level of air-cover provided for our forces, the lack of a 
major submarine threat and the overwhelming superiority of our forces. The 
bombardment of the hinterland followed by the devastating rocket attacks on the 
beachheads ensured that the landings were virtually unopposed. I believe that the 
climate was at the time our greatest enemy and The Senior Naval Officer, 
Australian Landing Ships Commander Cousins in a report to the Naval Board said 
"Manoora's three weeks in Sydney, during the month in cold weather, proved a 
veritable God-send. All skin irritations vanished and the whole of the officers and 
ship's company are in high spirits." He added "Owing to the arduous nature of the 
work in Australian Landing Ships (Infantry), particularly during long training periods, 
it is strongly recommended that at least two weeks break for recreational leave 
may be granted, if operational duties permit, at least every six months at a port on 
the mainland, where cooler weather may be experienced. " 
 
The Commander 7th Fleet had laid down for American ships of the Fleet a 
mandatory recreation period at least every six months when employed in the New 
Guinea Area and the US ships were rotated to Sydney and Brisbane. 
 
Kanimbla alone was to spend sixteen months without such a break. 
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June-July 1944 
 
Southbound, off Cape Sudest on 7th June Kanimbla was ordered to pick up three 
LCM's, but on arrival at the rendezvous there were about thirty landing craft 
seeking to be hoisted inboard and confusion reigned supreme (evidently there had 
been a mix-up in signals and three had become thirty). In the end we loaded one 
LCM at No.2 hatch and two LCP(R) suspended over No.4 hold, we then proceeded 
towards Milne Bay. 
 
On the 9th June at 11.00 we received a distress message from an American Cargo 
Ship SS Pulganbar that had run aground on Dart Reef. Commander Shaw then 
gave a brilliant display of ship handling in bringing Kanimbla within 25 metres of 
the Pulganbar and the reef while our LCP (with Sub-Lieutenant Bert Dick) passed 
an 8-inch hawser. This subsequently parted after we took the strain. Then a 3.5-
inch wire was passed from Pulganbar by our LCP and shackled on to our 5-inch 
salvage wire. The Americans had difficulty handling this wire and when the strain 
was finally taken their wire parted. The reef ran North and South and the Pulganbar 
had run aground at right angles heading east. With a southerly set, a southeasterly 
wind of force 7 and a heavy swell, keeping Kanimbla in position while passing the 
towing wires was no mean feat of seamanship. The failure of the Pulganbar crew 
to handle our salvage wire made further salvage attempts impracticable, and after 
offering to take off any surplus passengers and crew LCP1 was hoisted when it 
was learnt that a salvage tug was enroute. We then proceeded at full speed for 
Raven Passage, but due to bad weather had to reverse course and await daylight. 
Arriving Stringer Bay anchorage (in Milne Bay) at 10.00 on the 10th June we 
delivered the landing craft from Cape Cretin to A TC 818, then shifted berth to 
Repulse Bay oil wharf for fuel and water on the 12th. More bad news for us. 
Manoora's main freezers broke down on the 10th June and we learnt that she had 
obtained approval to proceed to Sydney for repairs. The good news, Sub-
Lieutenant Bert Dick received news that his wife Gladys had given birth to a son, 
Graeme. Meanwhile, we carried out repair and maintenance of our landing craft 
and the reseating of our forward jumbo derrick in the old merchant service 
gooseneck heel position. 
 
On the 20th June Commander Shaw gave a farewell address to the ship's 
company at Sunday divisions and on 22nd June, he, nine officers and ninety-eight 
other ranks (lucky enough to be spared for leave) and tons of our weevilly flour that 
had been condemned then joined Manoora for passage to Sydney. It was typical of 
our bureaucracy that we had to ship the condemned flour all the way back to 
Sydney, rather than dump it. This highlighted the differences between the 
Australian and American attitude to waging war. They wrote everything off on 
assignment to a battle zone and burnt or dumped unserviceable stores. 
 
Lieutenant Commander Stanley Hamill Crawford, our XO assumed temporary 
Command. Kanimbla departed Milne Bay on the 22nd June for Finchaffen escorted 
by the USS Schelly and on passing Manoora the side was manned and we 
cheered Commander Shaw, who was standing forlornly in the wing of their bridge. 
He waved acknowledgement. 
 
Arriving Finchaffen on the 24th June, a conference was held with twenty Battalion 
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Majors from American units that were to be trained by us in an extensive 
amphibious warfare programme over the next few months. The youth of the 
American majors was in marked contrast to the age of our own. On 26th June we 
commenced amphibious training exercises across Shaggy Beach, loading and 
unloading a battalion and their equipment. The state of the beach was to cause 
problems, due to a steep cross swell and heavy surf and subsequent landings 
were made at Taylor Beach after I was sent to carry out a beach survey and found 
it to be clear of obstructions and less exposed to the prevailing sea and swell. Two 
days of day and night landing exercises were carried out before proceeding to 
carry out an operational landing exercise at Fortification Point at the entrance to 
the Masewang River. 
 
The beaches at Fortification Point were rocky and steep with heavy surf and to add 
to our difficulties the US Army Beach Party had erected the beach signs the wrong 
way round. In command ofthe Fourth Wave with General Paton embarked as an 
observer (I always seemed to be saddled with the VIP's), I was thirty seconds late 
on touch down due to the numberof broached landing craft from the first three 
waves. The surf made it a cow of a day for beach landings. On completion of the 
battalion landing at 13.04 we commenced re-embarking the Battalion and their 
equipment and despite damage to most of our landing craft, embarkation was 
completed and all boats hoisted by 14.25. Kanimbla then returned to Megum 
Island anchorage and disembarked General Paton. He personally thanked me for 
an interesting day. Only five of our LCVP's were serviceable at the end of this 
landing and one LCM was holed (K23). The exercise proved valuable in that the 
Army acknowledged that closer consultation was needed with the Navy on 
beaches and that a different wave formation was necessary. Our Boats Engineer 
Lieutenant Horn made the point that if we continued to use the same beach then 
we would be out of spare propellers within the week. It was however several weeks 
before the Army put this consultation into action. 
 
On 1st July with Major-General Clarkson embarked, a net and loading exercise 
was carried out, before a second operational landing exercise on Fortification Point 
on the 2nd July. The Army again insisted on landing on Blue2 Beach and nine 
LCVP's suffered damage prior to our obtaining approval to use Bluel Beach. With 
deteriorating weather and rising sea re-embarkation was carried out across Bluel 
and the Beachmaster overloaded my LCVP(K15) with 50 men and their equipment 
in an endeavour to clear the beach. We had the ramp up and were retracting 
before the overloading became apparent, and then re-beaching posed a greater 
hazard than returning to the ship. Then the bilge pump failed and in a rising sea we 
were shipping a lot of water. By removing as many troops as possible into the after 
well and stem sheets and getting the remainder of the troops to bail with steel 
helmets we managed to keep afloat until alongside, when we were hoisted for a 
new propeller and bilge pump. Boats were going on and off No.3 Hatch like a yo-yo 
and at least sixteen had to have their propellers replaced. Ten LCVP's and two 
LCM's were beyond immediate repair, but despite this setback re-embarkation was 
completed by 14.20 and the ship proceeded on return passage to Taylor Beach 
where the battalion was disembarked by 18.30. A long day! 
 
Further landings were carried out at Fortification Point on the 6th July, 10th July, 
and 14th July with continued damage to LCVP's and LCM's. On the 16th July, 
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because of continuing concern over the damage to our landing craft, I was detailed 
to accompany US Army General Myers ashore to fly to Fortification Point to carry 
out a Beach Survey and also obtain aerial photographs. We flew up in two US 
Army "Flying Jeeps" and the weather clamped down and we were forced to land on 
Blue Beach after three unsuccessful approaches we ended up in the surf 
Photographs were out of the question, but I carried out a preliminary survey of the 
beach in heavy rain and winds increasing to gale force. With the aircraft damaged 
and unflyable, we had to find our way back by jeep along a 40 mile mud track. A 
track that became a veritable river as torrential rains continued unabated.  
Eventually the jeep bogged down and we abandoned it and the driver, walking the 
remaining four miles to the ATC Jetty, where we waited for nearly an hour before 
obtaining a boat back to the ship. Not only was I soaked to the skin but my survey 
notes were a soggy mess. General Myers made only one comment about the day, 
"Who would be a sailor?" My thought was who would be silly enough to be a 
soldier! It was 22.00 when we got back to the ship, a meal and dry clothes and 
nearly midnight when I gratefully turned in. 
 
At 02.30 the same night I was called by the quartermaster and he informed me that 
I was required immediately by the Captain. The ship was aground. During a blow 
Kanimbla had dragged her anchor and while getting underway, to avoid ramming 
the destroyer USS Ward, which had also dragged her anchor, went astern and 
let go both anchors, these fouled the anchor of an LST and Kanimbla then swung 
beam on to the beach. The Captain ordered me to take charge aft and prepare 
towing lines (a six-inch 6x32 extra special steel wire rope) for HMAS Whyalla.
 With the tow passed Whyalla took the strain and the wire parted. Two more 
attempts were made and on each occasion the wire parted. It was then decided to 
await the arrival of a second Australian Corvette (AMS) HMAS Bundaberg 
 
Meanwhile, all troops were disembarked and arrangements were made to borrow 
two LST kedge anchors and wires. At 1600 the two corvettes commenced towing 
on the port quarter but with worsening weather conditions and the parting of a 
shackle in the Bundaberg's tow at 17.00 it was decided to discontinue towing until 
daylight on the 19th. At 06.00 we again passed our towing lines to the two 
corvettes and they took the strain. But no attempt was made to tow until the arrival 
of the James Wallace, a medium powered steam tug. On arrival the tug passed her 
ten-inch manilla as a breast tow. However, it was decided to wait until the kedge 
anchors were laid out at 17.00 before attempting refloating. There was a 
movement of about eight feet on the kedges about 19.30 but by 20.00 we had 
moved no further and I went for a meal and a quick nap to await the rise of the tide. 
Back on the job at 21.00 we then attempted to wiggle the ship down the beach, by 
alternately heaving in on fore and aft lines to the shore (attached to trees) while the 
towing ships hauled. But there was no further movement until 01.30 when we 
managed to take in a fair amount of slack on the kedges and by 02.25 with the tide 
in full flood and a bit of a wiggle, we refloated. 
 
The swift movement caught Whyalla by surprise and she carried away her line 
before she was able to slip, passed across Bundaberg's tow, which they managed 
to slip, and passed over the James Wallace's tow getting it around one of her 
screws. By 04.45 Kanimbla was well clear of the beach and all that remained was 
to clear the ranged cable and towing wires from the mooring deck. A task that took, 
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the remainder of the day. The sailors carried out a difficult and demanding task 
most successfully. For my part I was exhausted after only three hours sleep in 
three days and gratefully slept a full twelve hours despite the heat and humidity. 
On the 21st the salvage tug Caledonian Salvor arrived and divers inspected the 
hull for underwater damage (no damage was found much to the disappointment of 
the ship's company who had been anticipating a trip South to dock. In fact the coral 
had scraped clean the hull) and we commenced re-embarking troops for another 
exercise period. 
 
On 29th July, we painted ship in our new camouflage design. The designs chosen 
were the result of a competition in which the prize was a dozen bottles o f beer. 
The starboard side design was won by me and the port side by Stoker Nev Phillips. 
This camouflage design was used for the remainder of the war. We shared the 
prize and I gave my six bottles to my boats crews. 
 
The 2nd August found the ship once again off Fortification Point for further 
operational landing exercises. Weather conditions were the worst yet encountered 
with a twelve foot surf running on the beach and the first wave all broached except 
the wave leader and K21 crew were injured by a ramp winch cable parting. I was 
lucky not to broach in the second wave and advised the ship the beach was, in my 
opinion, dangerous for further landings and recommended the exercise be 
cancelled. After some heated exchanges between Bert Dick, the ship and the Army 
and the broaching of all the next wave of landing craft, the exercise was called off. 
There was a reluctance to heed the advice of Boats Officers and Bert Dick finally 
convinced the ship that there was no sensible alternative. Our job was to land 
troops not take unnecessary risks with troops, boats crews or damage to boats. 
On 10th August, Commander Andrew Veitch Bunyan assumed Command joining 
over the beach. The LCVP sent to pick him up broached and he had to come off in 
an LCM full of salvage gear. Not an auspicious beginning, but at least he saw at 
first hand the difficulties that could be experienced on the beach. We then 
proceeded to Alexishaffen where the ship remained until the end of the month, 
allowing a welcome exchange of visits with Australian troops and swimming 
parties. Since arriving Alexishaffen I had been feeling unwell and had difficulty in 
keeping down meals. I was turned in, in Sickbay with a high temperature on 22nd 
August which was diagnosed as an acute appendicitis, which was promptly 
removed. I was to remain in sickbay until 30th August. 
 
The ship sailed from Alexishaffen on the 31st August for Aitape in company with 
Manoora and 8 LCI's, arriving Aitape Roads anchorage at 07.45 on 1st September 
to commence loading vehicles and equipment for Interlude. Troops were embarked 
the following day. On 3rd September we carried out the first of two dummy runs for 
Interlude. In the final run on 9th September we encountered quite a heavy surf and 
I had been ordered to stand off the beach with two of our LCM's K23 and K25 in 
case the LCVP's broached. The skill of my coxswain (Able Seaman Love) resulted 
in two spectacular salvages and his prompt action and handling of the LCM 
ensured we had a full complement  of boats for Interlude. 
 
That day Rear Admiral Barbey, CTF76 visited the ship and witnessed 
disembarkation and re-embarkation before remaining onboard to dine with the 
Captain and senior officers. 
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For Operation Interlude we embarked 155 Officers and 1,060 men ofthe 31st Us 
Division, their vehicles and equipment and one Captain of the Canadian Army, 
One Brigadier, One Colonel and two Majors of the AIF. At 07.15 On Sunday 10th 
September we weighed and proceeded for Operation Interlude in company with 
USS Wasatch (Command Ship - Flag of Rear Admiral Barbey CTF76) Five APD's, 
Two SC's Fifteen LCI's escorted by the destroyers Rossell (SOE), McDee, Mustim, 
Morris, Anderson, and Stevens. On 11th September, off Mafia Bay, we were joined 
by the remainder of the Task Force including Manoora and Carter Hall and all 
ships assumed 2nd degree readiness with all gun positions and control positions 
manned. The boat coxswains being employed belting ammunition and the 
remainder of the ship's company in two watches. 
 
With the ship closed down in 2nd degree readiness, conditions between decks 
were almost unbearable due to the heat and high humidity. Many of the troops 
chose to sleep on deck and the ship's company at their action stations. The stench 
of stale sweat and Johnson's Baby Powder much favoured by our American allies 
did nothing to improve the fetid atmosphere of the troop decks. Water was at a 
premium and only turned on for ten minutes twice a day. The ship's cooks did a 
magnificent job of feeding the embarked troops and the ship's company, 
particularly with often limited menus available and the need to reconstitute 
dehydrated potatoes, eggs onions and other vegetables. Baking was carried out 
nightly and I have rarely tasted better bread. We were also fortunate in having 
American coffee, as the coffee (essence I think) provided by our own Victualling 
Yard was revolting, and the only time it was served to our US allies it caused 
obscene and ribald comment. They were not much happier when served mutton. 
 
Coffee became popular with the ship's company also, after we ran out of Carnation 
milk for tea and had to resort to reconstituted powdered milk. Coffee better hid the 
taste. There were the usual rumours about the "kai" (hot cocoa provided for night 
watches) being laced with bromide and that atabrine caused impotence, rumours 
said to have originated with the German Radio (Lord Haw-haw) and Japanese 
Radio (Tokyo Rose) . One of the few opportunities for physical activity was the 
playing of deck-hockey in the first dog watch (4-6PM) and there was keen 
competition amongst the many teams fielded. Each side fielded six players and the 
hockey sticks were bamboo bent into the shape of a hockey stick. A rope grommet 
was used as a puck. It was an extremely vigorous game with additional hazards 
such as ventilators to bruise one. I gained a reputation for vigor but some of my 
boats' crews put it somewhat less kindly. 
 
Operation Interlude 
 
The overall plan for future operations in the South West Pacific, called for a base to 
provide land-based direct air support, to accommodate light naval forces capable 
of preventing enemy reinforcement by small craft and to ensure flank protection for 
further operations to the North. The need was for an area as close to the 
Philippines as possible but within fighter aircraft rangeof the recently acquired 
Cape Sansapor. Such an area was provided by the Halmahera Islands, which 
barred the direct route from West New Guinea to the Philippines and flanked any 
movement west or southwest towards Borneo and Java. Northern Halmahera was 
estimated to hold between 25,000 and 31,000 Japanese troops and possessed a 
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number of airfields developed by the Japanese. Their capture and retention would 
require a large force and it was decided to by-pass the main island and capture 
Morotai, an island off the Northern tip of Halmahera. This would not only fulfil the 
requirements of projected operations to the north, but would isolate the Japanese 
on Halmahera, who were based mainly on the northeast coast at Galela, 36 
nautical miles from Morotai. 
 
A succession of unopposed air attacks in the Philippines suggested to the 
Americans (Admiral Halsey) that the Japanese air forces had been effectively 
neutralised and that the Morotai, Palau, Yap and Mindanao landings could be 
scrapped (Agreed at the Octagon Conference by Churchill and Roosevelt.2nd 
Quebec Conference 11/12 Sept.44), but fortunately it was too late to cancel 
Morotai as Halsey's conclusion proved to be incorrect. The Japanese had decided 
to conserve their aircraft in readiness for major landings in the Philippines. 
 
The Halmahera Islands sprawl on the chart like a disfigured starfish, bereft of one 
leg - the western lobe. Morotai lies between the tips of the north and northeastern 
lobes, in the entrance to the extensive Kau Bay, which those lobes embrace. 
Laying 700 miles Northwest of Wadke and 27 miles from Sansapor on the one 
side, Morotai is 220 miles from Menado in the Celebes on the other. About 45 
miles long and 25 miles wide, it is generally of mountainous jungle, with a coastal 
plain about a mile width to the South. At the base of the narrow Gila Peninsula 
which, extending to the southwest, is the islands southern extremity and the 
uncompleted Japanese Pitu airfield. The landing beaches selected for the 
operation were on the west coast of the Gila Peninsula - White Beach 1,100 yards 
south of the Pitu airfield and Red Beach extending northwards 500 yards from a 
point nearly opposite the airfield to Dorube village. 
 
The Assault Task Forces TF 75 and TF 77 combined off Maffin Bay on the 11th 
September and at 07.00 on the 13th together with the escort carriers of Task Force 
77.1 joined the attack Task Force about 100 miles west-north-west of Biak. From 
then on, anti- submarine patrols by carrier borne aircraft and continuous cover by 
land based aircraft was provided. It was impossible to keep the movement secret 
from the Japanese Forces who were still in occupation in the vicinity of Maffin Bay 
and west of Wadke . But the route taken was laid down to pass hull down about 40 
miles north of Biak, and beyond the sight from Mapia and Asia Islands. Meanwhile 
land-based aircraft attacked Japanese bases and shipping in the Halmaheras, 
Ceram and Vogelkop areas with such effect that enemy airforces were neutralised. 
Similarly, the carrier borne aircraft from Task Force 38, effected the destruction of 
enemy aircraft, runways and buildings on Yap, Ulithi, Mindanao and the Palaus. 
 
The approach to Morotai was made without major incident in fine weather with light 
winds 
and a calm sea. Steaming at about eight knots, the Task Force with LST's towing 
LCT's - the tow of 700 miles was the longest until then attempted in the Pacific. As 
dawn broke on Friday 15th September the vague outlines of the Halmaheras and 
Morotai could be discerned ahead. Mountainous volcanic cones made an imposing 
scene. The most arresting feature of the landscape was a volcano spouting forth 
an immense cloud of white smoke and steam that arose high in the air. Tinted by 
the sun, this great plume caught all eyes. Entrance to the sheltered water west of 
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Gila Peninsula was made by the armada through the two-miles channel between 
Cape Gila and Mitita Island. Minesweepers entered the area first to sweep for 
mines, and were followed by patrol craft to buoy the beach approaches and for 
landing craft control. As the landing craft approached the beaches a large heavy 
pall of smoke was rising to merge with the clouds. It resulted from a spectacular 
bombardment carried out by Australia and Shropshire on the landing beach areas. 
Gunfire support had been scheduled to cover both landing areas and nearby 
opposition strong points and to interdict the main Japanese body on the main 
island. This was carried by Admiral Berkey's Task Group 75.1, the three American 
cruisers and six destroyers. 
 
The leading assault waves went ashore in LVT's brought in by the LCT's at 0830 
and were followed by our LCVP's and LCM's with Brigade Headquarters. I 
departed Kanimbla in command of our 2nd Wave with the main element of Brigade 
Headquarters at 0834 to White Beach, where we experienced sticky mud 
interspersed with coral heads and we grounded nearly 100 yards short of the 
beach. This beach constituted the only real opposition to the landing as the reef 
was rough going and many of the troops were well over waist deep after leaving 
the landing craft, and some went into potholes and were shoulder deep or worse. 
Fortunately there was no enemy fire as casualties would have been heavy. 
Kanimbla completed unloading in under six hours and although there was some 
minor propeller damage, none of our landing craft suffered major damage and after 
of ferrying stores, vehicles and troops ashore, under a boiling sun and very humid 
conditions, we completed our task, nearly an hour ahead of Manoora, departing in 
company for Humboldt Bay escorted by the USS Stevens and PC476 at 1530 on 
the 15th 
 
That evening, much to my chagrin and embarrassment, I was ordered by the 
Captain to report to the sick-bay, having vomited on the wing of the bridge after 
taking over the first watch. I thought it was just a touch of sunstroke. The Surgeon 
Commander, diagnosed the mumps with a high temperature and ticked me off in 
no uncertain terms for spending all day in our landing craft. "You are absolutely 
mad cracking hardy and should have seen me this morning instead of fooling 
around in the boats all day. It will serve you right if it goes to your testicles" he said. 
Fortunately it didn't, although I was sufficiently sick to spend the next twelve days 
in sick-bay. 
The incubation period suggested that I had picked up the infection when last in 
sick-bay with appendicitis. 
 
The next twelve days were spent in the Humboldt Bay -Aitape area carrying out 
ship and landing craft maintenance and storing ship. Admiral Barbey sent 
Kanimbla the following signal on completion of Operation Interlude: "Well done. 
Your ship and landing craft executed their tasks most efficiently under difficult 
beach conditions." 
 
Jautifa Bay, October 1944 
 
Lieutenant Bert Dick and I, together with 21 seaman, 9 stokers, 2 shipwrights two 
motor mechanics and 1 wireman proceeded on Sunday 8th October with the entire 
complement of ships landing craft to Jautifa Bay. My instructions were to anchor 
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the flotilla between Engros and Cape Tjeweri. However, CTF 76 must have been 
overly optimistic about this anchorage as there was only two feet of water at high 
water. We selected an alternative anchorage off "Charlie" berth adjacent to Pim 
Jetty. We also received two Chriscraft and one LCM from Westralia . After several 
attempts to use one of the LCM's as our Wardroom, which was unsuccessful due 
to our inability to make them weatherproof against the tropical downpours, we used 
one of the Chriscraft. Kanimbla departed on 11th October leaving us with Leaping 
Lena a Jeep and Mary an International three-quarter ton utility which gave us 
considerable scope. We were attached to US Navy Base 3115 which was to 
provide us with meals, but the distance and quality of their food left much to be 
desired and our crews took to cooking many of their own meals with basics 
scrounged, the source not being identified or sought by us. 
 
Generally they made a better fist of it than the Americans, but their attempts at 
pancakes were an unmitigated disaster due to the absence of eggs. When I 
disposed of one over the side it sank like a stone. Bert and I drove into Hollandia 
every other day for mail and covered over 700 miles with our Jeep, regularly 
visiting Lake Sentani and Tanahmerah Bay on a road constructed by the 
Americans that connected them to Hollandia. The enterprise of the Americans in 
building up the area was quite staggering and the roads were magnificent apart 
from dust and mud in heavy rain. We frequently clashed with the American Military 
Police (Snowdrops) who did not appear to approve of us or our entitlement of 
unlimited access to all facilities. 
 
Fresh water was a major problem due to the lack of adequate containers, but we 
improvised and collected a lot of rainwater in the boat covers which was of course 
unchlorinated and made much better tea. Several raids were made on Japanese 
dumps and the crews collected a lot of souvenirs. We had to draw the line at the 
permanent acquisition of a U.S.Navy dinghy and outboard and two jeeps, although 
the dinghy was utilised for fishing trips for a while, until we could locate the rightful 
owners. Two of the landing craft coxswains were also drivers, Able Seaman Hogan 
and Winkle and they were past masters at acquiring rabbits and essentials for our 
comfort, which may have been the reason that we were so frequently stopped by 
the American Military Police in their white jeeps. They in fact had no jurisdiction 
over us, as the territory was Dutch and it was the Dutch administration who 
provided us with driving licences and vehicle permits. Able Seaman Winkle also 
taught me to drive Mary the truck and double-declutch as it did not have a 
synchromesh gearbox. With the ramps lowered the LCVP's, with awnings spread 
over their wells, were surprisingly cool and made comfortable billets. 
 
Swimming from the ramps was a popular pastime, and relatively safe.  We were 
some distance from them mangroves that were a haven for crocodiles, the water 
was crystal clear and there was a coral reef that we believed provided a barrier for 
sharks.  Nevertheless no swimming was permitted after dark and we always had a 
lookout posted during the day just in case.  Mosquitoes at night were a problem 
and it was necessary to cover up well and apply mosquito repellant and sleep 
under nest. The repellant was revolting and seemed to attract rather than repel. 
We shared the anchorage with a number of US Navy Landing Craft (Control) and 
spent a number of enjoyable evenings with them. 
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On the 25th October Kanimbla returned and we re-embarked after a 14 day break 
from the ship that we all enjoyed. I found it a welcome break and for the first time 
no longer suffered the recurring nightmare of being pulled down by the suction of 
the sinking ship and then when finally with lungs nearly bursting surfacing, to face 
the punishing pain of depth charge explosions. Nightmares that I thought I had 
kept well hidden, but were, I discovered known to the PMO (Sammy Sewell) as 
apparently I had relived it when going under general anaesthetic for removal of my 
appendix (all I remember was the awful choking feeling of the ether) and it was he 
that had suggested to the Captain that I needed the break. I was later to discover 
that the tiny one inch appendix scar was Sammy Sewell's trade mark as a surgeon 
and mine was frequently commented on at annual medicals. 
 
 
Invasion of the Phillipines 
 
In the late afternoon of the 19th, ships streamed paravanes. During the night 
Shropshire picked up a mine in her port paravane and another with its horns clearly 
visible could be seen floating down the port side. At 02.00 on the 20th, the Panaon 
Attack Group detached from the main force, and as dawn broke proceeded down 
the swept channel through Surigao Strait, with Dinagat Island to port and a mist 
shrouded Leyte to starboard, Rear Admiral Struble's flagship Hughes led the way 
followed by HMS Ariadne and BMA Ships Manoora, Kanimbla and Westralia, two 
PC's and 20 LeI's . The ships were screened by the American destroyers Ringold, 
Sigsbee, Schroeder and Dashiell. 
 
Dawn broke fine and clear, with light airs and a very smooth sea. At 07.15 one lone 
Japanese fighter appeared, dropped one bomb that fell harmlessly astern of the 
convoy and made off to the South West. This intrusion resulted in Action Stations 
being sounded and the visitor was cursed for not coming at a more convenient 
time as many were at breakfast or in the showers. 
Word was received that there were no Japanese troops on Panaon Island our 
target or on the extreme south end of Leyte Island and scheduled bombardments 
were cancelled. At 09.12 Away all boats and 14 minutes later 25 landing craft are 
in the water with troops disembarked, and the three LSI's moved in closer to 
discharge cargo anchoring just after 1000 in 40 fathoms, some 800 yards from the 
nearest beach and 1,500 yards from Green 1 beach. All waves landed on time and 
Green 1 was found to be excellent for landing craft. No enemy interference was 
experienced throughout the whole operation and aircraft from the Carriers patrolled 
overhead all day. 
 
The ship was surrounded by canoes filled with Filipinos seeking food, cigarettes 
and clothing, which were generously given. Some difficulty was experienced in 
keeping them clear of the disembarkation points for troops and cargo and care was 
needed to prevent them being swamped by the wakes of landing craft and this 
slowed unloading. The cooks and catering staff as usual did a great job - the ham 
rolls, Teddy -hoggies and iced grapefruit juice being very sustaining. A number of 
Filipino guerrillas came onboard and told us that the Japanese had left the area 
about a month ago. The scene overall resembled a cruise liner at a popular tropical 
island, rather than a ship of war intent on invasion. The Filipinos were keen to 
barter anything from hats to fighting cocks and after being away from civilisation for 
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so long the local damsels were a sight for sore eyes. 
 
Shortly after 1700, the last net of cargo was unloaded and the ship was secured for 
sea.  Away to starboard, the air was suddenly filled with anti-aircraft flak, action 
stations were sounded and the convoy weighed anchor as a Japanese two-
engined bomber attempted to penetrate the screen.  Guns from the escorts 
opened fire and then the LSl's as the aircraft attempted again and again to attack 
but it is turned away by the heavy gunfire. With darkness rapidly falling the ship 
moved out of the Bay and the attacks ceased and with darkness action stations 
were secured and then "Hands to supper". During the night fifteen APA's from 
Admiral Barbey's northern attack force joined the convoy and at dawn on the 21st 
the convoy of 18 ships escorted by 5 US destroyers entered Humboldt Bay. The 
whole operation of landing assault troops and cargo was performed to schedule. 
The cargo was discharged at a high rate, averaging 90 tons per hour from the 
three hatches into LCM's and LCVP's . This is considered the maximum possible. 
 
~_Admiral Barbey signalled: "This smart performance o/your ship today was most 
gratifying. Officers and men did a splendid job. The Attack Group Commander 
expresses his appreciation.  
 
Meanwhile the Southern attack force controlled the coast of Leyte over a three mile 
stretch from the Liberanan River just North of Orange Beach to the mouth of the 
Marabang River, south of Yellow Beach and the US XXIV Corps was ready to 
convert the amphibious phase into a land campaign. However, on 21st Australia 
and Shropshire were attacked by suicide bombers and the Australia was the first 
Allied ship to be hit by a suicide aircraft. The Captain and Navigator were killed, the 
Commodore severely wounded with a total of 30 officers and sailors killed and 64 
wounded, 26 seriously. 
 
By 24th October 144,000 Americans were ashore. On that day reports were 
received of the approach of a Japanese fleet through the Sulu Sea. The Japanese 
Navy's plan, bold and imaginative, involved three fleets from different locations to 
converge on the allied shipping in Leyte Gulf and wipe them out thus defeating the 
invasion. The Japanese carrier fleet moved south from the inland sea decoying the 
US 3rd Fleet away from the Gulf, while Admiral Kurita with a force of five 
battleships slipped through San Bernadino Strait and descended on Leyte from the 
North where he engaged twelve US escort carriers off the beachhead. Disaster 
suddenly stared the Americans in the face, but Kurita failed to press his advantage 
and retired. 
 
Meanwhile to the South, another Japanese force under Admiral Nishimura had 
been approaching Leyte through Surigao Strait. But was blocked by Rear Admiral 
Oldendorf, who commanded an overwhelmingly powerful force of six battleships, 
cruisers and destroyers including HMAS Shropshire and Arunta and with 
devastating fire destroyed Nishimura's force. 
Overall the Japanese losses were so heavy in this battle for Leyte Gulf that the 
Japanese Navy ceased to exist as an offensive force and henceforth the Allies 
would control the Pacific. The Japanese lacked intelligence and believed that the 
amphibious group would still be in Leyte Gulf.  The rapid unloading of the APA's 
and their departure from the landing zone before dark has become a feature of 
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amphibious operations and ensured we were well clear of the threat from the 
Japanese. The other feature has been the overwhelming air superiority provided 
by the two escort carrier groups of eight carriers. 
 
Kanimbla departed Humboldt Bay for Aitape on 2nd November where 
reinforcements and cargo were loaded from LCT's 127, 728 and 729. With 12 
officers and 143 troops embarked the ship returned to Hollandia on 6th November 
where during the night 500 more combat troops and their equipment were 
embarked and 60 officers were embarked from Manoora. At 11.57 on the 9th in 
company with Manoora and other units we weighed and proceeded for Leyte Gulf. 
On Sunday 12th November Church Services were held for the ship's company and 
embarked troops and the USS Layfette broke the monotony with a man overboard 
at 1450 who was promptly picked up by an escorting destroyer. 
 
A day of alerts climaxed late this afternoon when during a daring run at the convoy 
a lone "Jill" torpedo bomber was shot down into the sea. It is believed the plane 
broke away from a formation of fifteen to make this attack. He was observed high 
up in an easterly direction on the starboard side of the convoy, but coming down 
into a wall of flak. All eyes were trained on him as he side slipped towards the sea. 
Before flattening out, smoke was observed to be coming from the plane, and water 
shot up as harmless bombs and machine gun fire fell into the sea, astern on our 
starboard quarter. Then he was seen to launch a torpedo, obviously at the cruiser 
like LSV USS Katskill about 300 yards astern of us. The torpedo was observed to 
pass about 30 yards astern of he LSV and in line with a destroyer that managed to 
turn away. The plane was clearly doomed as three explosions were seen to take 
place, the engine was on fire and a piece of fuselage fell off as the port wing hit the 
sea. 
 
The Task Group was again attacked by enemy aircraft at about 22.00 when action 
stations were sounded and they dropped flares away on the starboard beam, but 
they were unable to penetrate the Task Group screen and shortly after midnight 
action stations were secured to be sounded again at 05.52. One "Oscar" was shot 
down at 07.20. At 07.28 the ship anchored south of Tacloban with "Away all boats". 
 
The early raids by Japanese planes gave an indication of a restless day. However,t 
he anti-aircraft fire power of both the ground forces and the ships blanketed the sky 
with black puffs whenever they approached the landing area. One being shot down 
and two others by US "Lightning" fighters allowed unloading to proceed with delay. 
The unloading beach was not good and some of our landing craft suffered minor 
damage. I was away all day in LCVP K17 with Able Seaman Ray as my coxswain 
making seven trips to the beachhead. Despite the beach hazards the ship 
unloaded 495 tons of cargo plus 760 troops in the record timeof 7 hours 36 
minutes departing Leyte Gulf at 1743. But had to await Manoora, Westralia and 
USS Monitor who joined us at 1920 for the passage south, escorted by US 
destroyers and five US Escort Carriers. Meanwhile 40 miles to the west the 
Japanese were attempting to reinforce Ormoc Bay and our aircraft destroyed the 
whole force of four transports and six destroyers and only remnants of the 
reinforcements reached the shore. 
 
The Carriers parted company on 16th bound for Manus and the AP A's for 
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Humboldt Bay where we received mail and re-stored from the Australian Victualling 
Stores Ship Miza. After storing ship we proceeded to Madang, enroute we received 
a lecture in which we were urged to "Eat more cheese". Apparently we had a 
surplus onboard! 
 
The ship then proceeded to Torokina and arrived Empress Augusta Bay, 
Bougainville on 30th November where in company with other APA's and Manoora 
and Westralia we embarked 83 officers and 1,247 enlisted men of the 37th Division 
of the US 6th Army and their tactical cargo. On 16th December, the Task Group of 
18 ships under the command of Rear Admiral I N. Kiland in the US Amphibious 
Force Command Ship Mount McKinley escorted by six destroyers sailed for Manus 
via Lae. At Lae we were joined by Rear Admiral Royal's Task Group with the 40th 
Division from Cape Gloucester. 
 
On a beach between Lae and Salamaua, ships and troops rehearsed for the 
Lingayen landing before proceeding to Manus, where we arrived on 21st 
December, remaining at Manus with some 650 other ships until the 31st 
December. Christmas Day was celebrated in the traditional manner, much to the 
amazement of our allies and the youngest crew member performed admirably as 
the Captain, even receiving with aplomb a Senior USN officer who visited the ship. 
Thanks to the storing from the Mizar the ship's company were able to enjoy a 
double beer issue.  Seeadler harbour was a magnificent sight with some 6 
battleships, 18 escort carriers, 10 cruisers, 41 destroyers, 20 destroyer escorts, 
APA's, supply ships, LST's, and about 550 landing craft of various types. 
 
OPERATION MIKE ONE 
On 31 st December Kanimbla in company with Manoora and Westralia departed 
Manus as part of Task Force 79 with a total of 191 officers and 3,032 enlisted men 
of the 37th US Division (Manoora:- 55 Officers and 958 men, Kanimbla:- 83 
officers and 1,247 men and Westralia :-53 officers and 827 men). 
 
At noon on 1st January, the sea road between the Philippines and Manus was 
heavy with widely dispersed traffic comprising some 650 ships making towards 
their objective at Luzon. The armada was disposed in four distinctive groups. First 
the mine-sweeping and Hydrographic Group TG 77.6 ,plus L.c.I.'s, oilers, 
ammunition ships, salvage tugs and screen. It included H.M.A.Ships Gascoyne 
and Warrego and was the first to leave Leyte on 2nd January. The Second Group 
was that of Oldendorfs Bombardment and Fire Support Group, TG 77.2 of six 
battleships, twelve escort carriers, eight cruisers, forty-six destroyers and smaller 
craft including H.M.A.Ships Shropshire, Australia (with damage repaired from the 
first suicide bomber attack) Arunta and Warramunga. TG 77.2 sortied from Leyte 
on 3rd January and at 0630, when at the northern end of Surigao Strait was some 
150 miles astern ofTG 77.6 which it was due to overtake at dawn on the 5th 
January off Manila Bay. TG 77.2 was in two circular divisions, separated by about 
ten miles. The Lingayen Fire Support Unit, plus six escort carriers, and including 
Shropshire, Arunta and Warramunga was in the van, and the San Fabian Fire 
Support Unit, plus six escort carriers and including Australia in the rear. 
 
 The third, and much the largest group left Leyte Gulf in the evening of 4th 
January. It extended for more than 40 miles from van to rear, and was led by 
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Berkey's Close Covering Group, TG 77.3 - with General MacArthur embarked in 
Boise Barbey's San Fabian Attack Force, TF78; two escort carriers and screen; the 
landing ships ofthe Lingayen Attack Force; and a Mindoro supply convoy. The 
fourth group, the Amphibious component of the Lingayen Attack Force, TF 79 - 
including Kanimbla, Manoora and Westralia; two escort carriers; the Amphibious 
Command Flagship Wasatch with Kincaid and Krueger onboard, left Leyte Gulf on 
the morning ofthe 6th. 
 
The various groups were subjected to attacks by both surface ships and between 
50 and sixty Kamikazes on the 5th. The US Carrier Ommaney Bay was severely 
damaged and had to be sunk, Australia suffered damage and casualties but 
remained operational but was again a victim of suicide aircraft the following day. 
The US battleship New Mexico was also twice damaged by these suicide attacks. 
Meanwhile the third group was attacked by aircraft without damage and an attack 
by a Japanese destroyer was driven off and the destroyer sunk. On the 7th 
January the Australia suffered her third and fourth suicide bomber attacks and 
despite this damage met her scheduled bombardment engagements 
 
At 1900 on the 8th TF.79 was west of Lingayen Gulf, with Group B leading Group 
A, including Kanimbla, Manoora and Westralia ten miles astern. Between the tow 
Groups was TU 77.4.3 comprising the escort carriers Kitkun Bay and Shamrock 
Bay and two destroyers. Vice Admiral Kinkaid in his flagship Wasatch had joined 
TF 79 on 6th January and at 6pm on 8th General MacArthur in Boise joined the 
formation. Just before 1900 Kitkun Bay was seriously damaged by suicide aircraft. 
Four enemy aircraft attacked our amphibious group and three were intercepted by 
carrier based air cover on our port quarter, and after a thrilling dog fight at low 
altitude all planes were shot down. At 1850 after a Kamikaze attacked the Kitkun 
Bay another Kamikaze approached from the West and attempted to crash on 
Westralia. The barrage from the ship blew the aircraft to pieces but part of the 
wreckage sprayed the after part of the ship and disabled the steering gear, which 
was quickly repaired 
 
At 05.00 on 9th January we went to breakfast and then to action stations, Weather 
conditions were clearly going to be ideal with little wind and no swell. Dawn 
followed an unusually clear night, whose sky was bright with stars and was 
traversed by a last quarter moon. Throughout the night we steamed with 
paravanes streamed down the Gulf towards the Lingayen beaches. At 06.42 We 
went to action stations and a Kamikaze attempting to attack us was shot down in 
an awesome barrage from the escorts. 07.00 Synchronised watches and at 0708 
we went to operational action stations after recovering paravanes and we manned 
our landing craft. 
 
The battleships commenced bombardment at 07.00 and the cruisers in close 
support at 08.30. Australia bombarding Dagupan immediately behind our landing 
area. Control of the air was so nearly complete that only a few single Kamikazes 
attempted to attack, they were not without some successes, the destroyer escort 
Hodges being hit at 07.25 and the cruiser Columbia at about 07.45. The gunboats 
preceding us saturated the beachheads and bombardment ships shifted gunfire to 
both flanks of the beach head. The thunder of gunfire and the roar from the rockets 
was deafening and the whole beach area was shrouded in smoke from the 
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exploding shells and rockets. There was an air of tension both among the 
embarked troops and my boat's crew. We knew from the determined Kamikaze 
attacks that we could expect fierce resistance from the Japanese, but my main 
concern was to ensure that we reached the line of departure at the correct time 
and made a good run in. The run in from the line of departure was at an estimated 
speed of only 3.5 knots due to delays in turn around of the AVT's and DUKW's 
ahead ofus and the fact that the first wave was also delayed. 
 
The beach was similar to that at Toem, though very clearly marked (due to the able 
work of SiLt Arch LePage and our beach group). The fact that the church had been 
left alone during the bombardment also helped identify the beach and our target.
 Several boats of our first wave became stuck though not broached and it 
provided very little room for us in the 2nd wave, however, the troops disembarked 
quickly though they had to wade through about 100 yards of shallow surf. To our 
relief there was no beach opposition, due to the devastation caused by the rockets 
and naval bombardment, which was almost indescribable. Huge craters pitted the 
ground and most of the trees were either shorn off or riddled with shrapnel. It would 
have been a miracle if anyone had survived the bombardment. Our concern now 
was counter-attack or air-attack. The ever present threat was to keep us on our 
toes throughout the day. 
 
The main enemy opposition continued to be in the form of Kamikaze attacks and at 
1300 Australia sustained further damage in a fifth attack. At 10.30 Kanimbla moved 
inshore to within 4,000 yards of the beach and subsequent trips to the beach with 
troops and cargoes were of much shorter duration. However, with nearly a third 
greater load of troops and cargo than the other two LSI's unloading was not 
completed and the last boat hoisted until about 18.25. By dusk our forces had 
pressed inland and seized the 5,000 feet Lingayen airfield and secured the town of 
Lingayen. With the removal of the combat air patrol and in preparation for a dusk 
attack by the Kamikaze aircraft all ships commenced making smoke at 18.24, so 
that an effective blanket lay over the target. Consequently, though there were 
several determined Kamikaze attacks during the hour after sunset, no ship was hit 
by a suicide plane. But the battleship Colorado was hit on the bridge at 19.05 by a 
"friendly" 5-inch shell, which had formed part of the anti-Kamikaze barrage put up 
by the ships. The only undamaged heavy ships in the operation were 
Pennsylvania, West Virginia Shropshire and Portland. 
 
At 2000 Kanimbla departed Lingayen Gulfin TU 79.14.1 with 36 other ships in six 
columns, of which the Australian ships were in the starboard wing column in the 
order Australia, Columbia, Louisville, Manoora, Westralia, and Kanimbla. Escorts 
comprised eleven American destroyers and Arunta. Standing on the wing of the 
bridge at my Action Station as we cleared the anchorage, I could feel the tension, 
for without air-cover we were sitting ducks for the Kamikazes. But the thought also 
crossed my mind that with the troops disembarked, if hit we had a much better 
chance of survival and that the Japanese had made a serious tactical error in not 
attacking the APA's and LSI's which were far more vulnerable to suicide attacks 
than the Cruisers and Battleships. 
 
I had the first watch (2000-2400) and became too engrossed in station-keeping to 
worry further, although desperately tired after a long and for me stressful day. It is 
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really not what happens that creates the stress, but the knowledge of what might 
happen. Eleven hours straight in an LCVP would be exhausting at any time and 
the strong sun and humidity didn't help. I had no trouble crashing after nineteen 
hours on the go and had a good seven hours sleep. The passage to Leyte, where 
the convoy arrived on the afternoon of 12th January was uneventful. 
 
Now there was a new threat, the Japanese had started attacking ships at the 
anchorages with suicide swimmers and it was necessary to carry out anti-sabotage 
boat patrols each night. This threat was to increase the watch keeping burden of 
ships at anchor, not only by the addition of the six officers in the boats but watches 
and sentries onboard were also doubled up. The Night Anti-Sabotage Patrol 
Orders for Boat Officers and Landing Craft Coxswains, Appendix Able One the 
next page is indicative of the threat. 
 
January to March, 1945 
 
Kanimbla was now in urgent need of engine-room maintenance and dry docking 
after sixteen months without a refit period during protracted operations in combat 
zones. It was decided by Admiral Barbey that the ship should proceed to Sydney 
as soon as practicable. Of the three Australian Landing Ship Infantry Kanimbla had 
the longest sustained period of operations outside dockyard hands and the ship's 
company the longest period without leave of any of our ships operating in the area, 
or indeed the US Navy which rotated their ships for rest and recreation at least 
once every twelve months, but usually every six months. Kanimbla departed Leyte 
for Manus and thence to New Guinea ports ferrying Australian and American 
reinforcements in the area, in general Australian troops relieving American troops 
in the Territory. Thence to Port Moresby where we embarked Australian troops for 
Townsville. Sadly on berthing at Townsville one returning soldier committed suicide 
just as the ship was berthing. A sad homecoming for his mates who had fought 
across the Kokoda Trail with him. 
 
Having disembarked the troops at Townsville we then proceeded to Sydney 
arriving on March 23rd, having steamed 40,809 nautical miles since departure in 
October, 1943 and participated in all the major amphibious landings without a 
single casualty. 
 
Leave was granted in two watches for fourteen days and I was saddled with the 
leave party for Melbourne.  Sleeping berths on these trains were limited and the 
rule was that priority be given to servicemen returning from overseas. I had been 
given a sleeping berth under this edict, but when I reported to the Naval Rail 
Transport Office (RTO) at Central railway station, I was furious to that my sleeping 
berth had been re-allocated to an elderly Army Colonel, whose only claim to 
serving overseas might have been a trip on the Manly Ferry. He said "Rank has its 
privileges" and demanded my ticket. He was most put out when I refused to part 
with it and told him what I thought of Colonel Blimps and depot stanchions like him. 
I retained my sleeping berth. 
 
At Albury we found there was a first division, preceding our train to Melbourne and 
by dint of fast talking most of us managed to get seats on it. I spent my entire leave 
at Cotham Road and celebrated my twenty-first birthday with the Lawrence family 
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and as a celebration we all went to a variety show which was somewhat risque and 
Joe hoped that it would go over the head of sixteen year old Steve.(Some hope!). It 
was strange to be back in civilisation away from the tensionr of war, and even 
stranger to see the lack of urgency by many of those involved in war work. 
Particularly in the dockyard and on the waterfront, where the wharfies were striking 
for danger money to load ammunition for the war zone. The unions seemed only 
intent on getting more money for less work. There was also a thriving black market. 
It was almost as though we were on a different planet. I managed a couple of runs 
in Melbourne with Ray (Snaky) Draper one of my boats' coxswains, but beer was in 
short supply and rationed. Our favourite watering hole was the lower back bar in 
the Hotel Australia. 
 
On the return trip at Spencer Street railway station, I found a similar lack of 
sympathy by the Naval RTO, but managed to get one sailor and his fiancee 
together on the Spirit of Progress (The Naval RTO was insisting they travelled on 
different trains). His threat that I would be reported to my ship for telling him what I 
thought of him, either failed to materialise or if reported was treated with the 
contempt it deserved. In Sydney while berthed at Circular Quay, we had a farewell 
party in the Wardroom and Bert Dick while showing his wife how the 'clear view' 
screens on the bridge worked, managed to catch his new son's fingers in between 
the glass and the drive. He was not popular with either his son who yelled blue 
murder or with his wife Gladys. On sailing from Sydney there were a few new faces 
in the ship's company but the Wardroom was almost unchanged. Not a single 
sailor broke his leave. 
 
Borneo Operations, 1945 
 
As a result of our visit to Sydney to make good urgent defects we missed the 
amphibious landings at Tarakan which took place on lst May and with significantly 
strengthened Anti- aircraft armament and the majority of our defects made good, 
we returned to New Guinea with reinforcements for the Fifth, Sixth and Ninth 
Australian Divisions and to prepare for OBOE SIX. 
The "Oboe" plan formulated in February 1945 visualised the furtherance of the 
South West Pacific Campaign by the recapture of Borneo and the Netherlands 
East Indies in six separate operations. OBOE ONE was Tarakan. Oboe Two was 
to be an attack on Balikpapan on 18th May. Oboe Three the capture of 
Banjermasin on the South coast of Borneo on 28th May. Oboe Four the invasion of 
Java by Australian troops and the seizure of Surabaya on 27th June and thence 
movement westwards to Bandung, Batavia and Lombok Strait Oboe Five would be 
the consolidation of the rest of the Netherlands East Indies and Oboe Six the 
occupation of the remaining areas of Borneo. Oboe Three, Four, and Five were 
cancelled and a further landing at Brunei Bay was planned for 23rd May as new 
Oboe Six which thus became the next target. 
 
Brunei (2,226 square miles), on Borneo's Northwest coast, a Sultanate under 
British protection, was bordered on the Northwest by Sarawak and on the other 
side by British North Borneo and was rich in oil resources at Seria and Meri, about 
sixty and ninety miles from the town of Brunei respectively. Japanese naval 
reaction to an Allied landing was expected to be limited to harassing attacks by 
small suicide boats and light submarine activity. Mines had been laid in Brunei Bay 
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area and Balabac Strait. This required extensive, and in the event, successful mine 
sweeping.  
 
The tasks assigned to the Allied participants in OBOE SIX were: "Destroy hostile 
garrison and secure Brunei Bay area and consolidate that part of the Brunei Bay 
area necessary to permit establishment of an advanced fleet base and to protect 
oil and rubber resources therein. Admiral Royal was the naval commander and the 
landing force comprised the 20th and 24th Brigade Groups of our 9th Division with 
Air Vice-Marshall Bostock commanding the allied airforces concerned and Admiral 
Berkey the cruiser covering force TF 74.3 comprising Nashville (Flag), Phoenix, 
Boise, HMAS Hobart and five destroyers including HMAS Arunta. It was originally 
planned that the landings took place on 23rd May, but an inability to assemble all 
the troops equipment and supplies at the staging area in Morotai necessitated 
postponement until 10th June. 
 
Three beaches were selected for landing points Brown Beach on Labuan Island 
and 20 miles away near Brunei Town (Brooketon)-White beach on Muara Island 
and Green Beach, laying about one mile to the eastward of Brunei Bluff. 24th 
Brigade was allocated Brown beach and the 20th Brigade White and Green 
beaches .. On 4th June the Brunei Attack Group commanded by Admiral Royal in 
Rocky Mount sailed from Morotai. We weighed anchor at 1205 and the 85 ships 
assumed cruising formation at 1438 comprising Kanimbla, Titania, Manoora, 
Rocky Mount, Westralia, Carter Hall and Lloyd (A high speed APD Flotilla Leader 
for a group of 5) and 34 L.S.T.'s, 22 L.c.I.'s and 22 L.C.M.'s escorted by Caldwell, 
Bancroft, Jobb, Robinson, Philip, Day, Grant, Killen, PCl132, SC741 and SC732. 
The voyage through the Celebes and Sulu Seas was made in fair weather and the 
"attack group" overcame the navigational difficulties presented by Basilan and 
Balabac Straits without mishap. Air protection was provided and dawn and dusk 
alerts maintained but no enemy aircraft appeared and no submarine contacts were 
reported. 
 
On the 8th June Phoenix, Conner, Hobart, Charette and Burns carried out 
bombardments ofthe beachhead areas. The minesweeper Salute struck a mine 
and sank with 4 killed and 37 wounded. On 9th June it was learnt that the 
Japanese heavy cruiser Ashigara had been sunk at 1242 on the 8th June by the 
British submarine Trenchant in Position 1 degree 59 minutes South, 104 degrees 
57 minutes East (off Sumatra, just north of Banka Strait). This removed almost 
beyond preadventure the possibility of a surprise sortie by enemy fleet units 
against our forces at Brunei Bay. 
 
Sunday, 10th June Z-day at Brunei, dawned with a clear sky ushering in a calm 
day. The ships of the cruiser covering group were already in their firing areas 
having entered the bay at 02.30. At 04.30 Kanimbla, seventeen LCI's and Llyod 
with her four consorts detached from the Labuan Force anchoring at 05.30 in 15 
fathoms off Green Beach to land Brigade Headquarters and the 2/17th Battalion. 
At 08.15 Arunla and the LCI's bombarded the beach to saturation with shells and 
rockets. The rocket fire was devastating and cut of the palm trees behind the 
beach like a scythe and at 09.15 our first wave landed on Green Beach and was in 
our hands by 10.03 am. There was a surf running, which made retracting from the 
beach spectacular, but no major difficulty in landing troops. The advance was as 
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rapid as planned, allowing subsequent stores and troops to proceed up the 
channel to Brunei Town (Brooketon) and Yellow Beach, a round trip of26 miles. 
The distance to Yellow Beach slowed unloading but was still completed in 5 hours 
and 26 minutes having disembarked 80 Officers and 1,199 other ranks and 
discharged 320 tons of cargo. 
 
There was an almost picnic like quality to this landing after the initial waves as it 
was clear that the Japanese had either retreated or were not present in any 
numbers and our boat's crews were almost too relaxed and it was difficult to keep 
them alert to the possibility of isolated snipers. The passage up the channel was 
uneventful, although the Japanese still held part of the river banks on the Muara 
Island side of Anson Passage. Despite the risk of suicide boat attacks we remained 
at anchor over-night, departing at 14.26 on the 11th June in company with 
Manoora, Westralia and Titania for Morotai, escorted by three destroyers. 
 
At Morotai Kanimbla, Manoora and Westralia commenced training troops for the 
next operation OBOE TWO (The Assault on Balikpapan).  The last amphibious 
assault necessary to recapture key points on the Island of Borneo, and the last of 
the Second World War, the Balikpapan operation - OBOE TWO - was ordered for 
the purpose of seizing and occupying the area in order to establish naval, air and 
logistic facilities, and to conserve the petroleum producing and processing 
installations there. Balikpapan, with an output of some 150,000, barrels a year 
was, after Palembang in Sumatra, the most productive oil port in East Asia. "Fox"-
Day, as that of the Balikpapan assault was designated was set for 1st July, 1945, 
by Operation Instruction 103/45 issued by General Headquarters South West 
Pacific Area. Vice Admiral Barbey, Commander VII Amphibious Force was 
designated Commander Balikpapan Attack Force. 
 
Preliminary naval planning for the Operation began in early May, when Rear 
Admiral Noble was assigned as Commander Task Group 78.2. The troops for the 
operation were the 7th Division, I Australian Corps, commanded by Major-General 
E.J. Milord CB, CBE, DSO. The Army determined that the landing should take 
place at Klandasan, despite the shallowness of the water and the strength of the 
active and passive Japanese defences and the hazards of thickly sown minefields 
comprising of magnetic mines laid by the Dutch in 1941 and by the Allies with 
mines dropped by aircraft. Their clearance called for 16 days mine sweeping 
before the landings. 
 
The port of Balikpapan, with its seven piers, could be entered by larger vessels 
only at high tide because of a sand bar, with a depth of less than four fathoms at 
low water blocking the entrance. The three beaches selected for the landing - Red, 
Yellow and Green - were just to the East of the bay, They provided only mediocre 
conditions for landing craft. To seaward the beaches along some 15 miles of coast 
from Klandasan to Mangar were protected by a log barricade. At the Klandasan 
beach area this consisted of three lines of heavy posts, set five feet apart, with five 
feet intervals between verticals. The centre line was offset and the posts were 
braced at the top with spiked double diagonal timbers. Apparently so placed to 
coincide with the surf line, the barricade was only about 10 to 15 yards off shore, 
and was thus within easy range of shore gunfire and Japanese snipers. There 
were some 3,500 regular Japanese troops in the area and about 6,500 locally 
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recruited conscripts. The beaches were well covered by many automatic weapons 
mounted in log and earth emplacements and heavier installations were on higher 
ground (rising to 700 feet) further inland. Only 100 yards from the landing beaches 
ran the coastal highway and 400 yards further inland was the pipeline from the oil-
fields to the refinery at Balikpapan.Subsequent to the landings captured 
documents substantiated our Intelligence reports that the Japanese intended to 
flood oil into the streams and beaches and ignite it to serve as a barrier. But this 
plan failed to materialise due probably to a broken pipeline. 
 
At Morotai at 17.00 on 20th June, we in Kanimbla commenced embarking 115 
officers and 1,152 other ranks, including the 2/9th Battalion AlF, and their vehicles 
and guns totalling 361 tons. On Sunday 24th June, the Attack Group carried out a 
rehearsal on a beach near Tanjong Mira, Morotai and then returned to Morotai On 
25th June Vice Admiral Barbey arrived at Morotai and raised his flag in the cruiser 
Phoenix as Commander Balikpapan Attack Force, delegating tactical command to 
Admiral Noble. 
 
At 09.00 on the 26th General Blarney CinC AMF accompanied by Generals 
Moreshead and Milford and Admiral Noble visited Kanimbla and inspected the 
embarked troops. At 12.00 we weighed and departed from Morotai. Passage was 
uneventful by the direct route through the Celebes Sea and down through 
Macassar Straits at 8 knots. The slow speed to accommodate the LCT's. On 
Saturday 30th June the Attack Force crossed the equator. Church services were 
held onboard and were well attended. Everyone made last minute preparations. 
Early on "Fox" Day, we caught our first glimpse of the objective a large fire burning 
on our starboard bow, the stench of burning oil hung heavily in the air. At 03.30 All 
hands were called and at 04.00 all personnel went to breakfast, the troops being 
fed in two shifts. At 05.00 Action stations were sounded and at 05.20 paravanes 
recovered. At 06.30 Watches were synchronised for the first time and at 06.35 
Operational Action Stations were sounded and at 06.45 Watches synchronised for 
the second time. At 07.09 Kanimbla anchored and the order was given "Away all 
boats." 
At 07.00 the Cruisers and destroyers in the Bombardment Groups opened fire and 
to the immense pall of smoke that already shrouded the foreshore was added the 
additional haze from innumerable fires and explosions. Weather conditions for 
embarking the troops and for their passage to the shore in our landing craft was 
not ideal, there being a fresh breeze and a moderate swell. Some of the troops 
were grateful that they had been issued with sea-sick pills. All our boats arrived on 
the Line of Departure and beached at the correct time. Conditions on Yellow Beach 
were generally favourable as it was approximately high water. An inshore 
Japanese mortar and gun emplacement fired intermittently at Yellow Beach and 
straddled the beach as my wave was landing, which gave us a bit of a fright, but 
we suffered no casualties. The Cruisers quickly silenced the guns and mortars 
during they day, every time they emerged from their hill cave emplacements, but 
had difficulties in the late afternoon due to failing light and heavy smoke obscuring 
their positions and fire on Yellow Beach intensified during the last runs to shore. I 
received a minor shrapnel scratch to my right knee which I thought didn't even 
warrant a dressing. (How wrong I was. My knee apparently became infected with 
some obscure tropical infection from this scratch which was to cause me endless 
problems.) 
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All troops were disembarked by 
16.00 and the remainder of our 
cargo unloaded by 16.23 . 
Working time to unload guns and 
vehicles was two hours forty-one 
minutes. Our boats then assisted 
in the unloading of Titania the 
final run to the beach being 
made in failing light. At 19.20 All 
boats were hoisted and at 19.24 
we weighed anchor and in 
company with Manoora, 
Westralia, Titania, and Carter 
Hall escorted by the APD's Alex 
Diachenko, Liddle and Lloyd. we 
proceeded to Morotai for a quick 
turn-around loading 
reinforcements and arriving back 
at Balikpapan on the 7th July. 
Troops and equipment were 
disembarked in record time and 
we sailed for Morotai at 

16.00arrivingMorotaionTuesday10thJuly. At the end of the month Kanimbla 
transferred from the Operational Command of the VII Amphibious Force to that of 
Commander Service Force, Seventh Fleet, thus completing the last amphibious 
landings of World War II. 
 
On completion of the reinforcement run to Balikpapan we proceeded to Manus and 
then to Green Island at the Northern Tip of the Solomons arriving on the 19th July. 
We embarked 300 US Seabees and then returned to Manus to embark an 
additional 1000 US Army personnel and their equipment. On 27th July we 
departed Manus for the Philippines via Humboldt Bay arriving at Samar Island on 
2nd August where the 300 Seabees were disembarked. At Samar we learnt of the 
POTSDAM ultimatum to Japan signed by the US Britain and China demanding 
Japan surrender or be crushed and that the Japanese Prime Minister and his 
Cabinet were stalling. Kanimbla then proceeded to Manila Bay and was to remain 
at anchor there for five days. After doing PT I felt a sharp pain in my knee and 
heels and it became clear that there was a residual infection of some sort. After 
struggling with my leg for several days, the swelling had so increased that I could 
barely stand far less keep watches and I reluctantly saw the Medical Officer and 
was turned in to Sick Bay. 
 
6th August we received the momentous news that a US B29 "Enola Gay" had 
dropped an atom bomb on Hiroshima killing some 60000 people and injuring 
thousands more. On 9th August we shifted berth to Subic Bay where all the 
remaining US troops and equipment were unloaded. A second Atomic bomb was 
dropped on Nagasaki on 9th August and our Senior Officers were briefed onboard 
the USS Ancon about Operation Olympic the first Amphibious landing planned for 
the Japanese mainland at Kyushu in November. On Saturday 11 August the 
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rumour was the war was over. That night the Wardroom entertained nurses from 
the British Hospital Ship Oxfordshire and it was suggested that I might be 
transferred to the Hospital Ship. A proposal I strongly rejected. At least I was 
asked. 
 
On 14th August after loading ammunition from four submarines we weighed anchor 
and proceeded to Morotai and at 0800 on 15th August a signal was received to 
cease all hostilities against the enemy. Japan had surrendered. I·was unable to 
join the Wardroom celebrations being in sick-bay with my right leg so swollen and 
painful that I was unable to walk or put any weight on it. We reached Tarakan on 
20th August after an overnight stay at Morotai and embarked several hundred 
veterans of the 9th Division AIF before proceeding to Balikpapan to pick up an 
equal number of 7th Division AIF, a total of over 1500 officers and men who were 
all long serving members of their Divisions I was to spend the remainder of my time 
in the ship in Sickbay prior to being sent to the Royal Naval Hospital in Brisbane on 
4th September, 1945 and subsequently by hospital train to Heidleberg Military 
Hospital. 
 
That final train journey from Brisbane to Melbourne was agony and I felt sure we 
had square wheels, although the Army Nurses were marvellous. The hospital train 
was fitted with three tier bunks, and we were unable to sit up for the entire three 
days of the slow haul South. It was an anxious time for me, as the Naval Surgeon 
in Brisbane had wanted to amputate, but thanks to the interventionof Dr Lawrence 
(my father-in-law to be), I was moved to Heidleberg and placed in the care of Mr 
(later Sir William) Bill Upjohn, an Honorary Colonel to Heidleberg and a leading 
Collins Street Orthopaedic Specialist and he in turn sought the opinion of another 
Collins Street specialist Sir Alan Newton. I suffered numerous operations, biopsies, 
aspirations and an extended period on penicillin, which involved injections every 
four hours alternating between right arm, left arm, right cheek, left cheek until I felt 
like a human pin-cushion and some seven months in Hospital mostly in plaster 
while they attempted to discover the cause of the infection and to cure it. The Ward 
Sisters and Staff were generally tremendous and the nurses did everything 
possible to make us comfortable within military restrictions. We were woken at 
04.30 every morning for a wash by the night staff, before the morning shift came 
on and breakfast, and then had to lay at attention firmly tucked in until after 
Matron's morning rounds.She used to sweep through the ward followed by a 
petrified retinue and woe betide the unfortunate Sister or nurse if she found 
anything out of place, be it patient or bedding. 
 
Sue Lawrence (my wife to be) and her family were my constant visitors and they 
were a great comfort to me. Sue and I shared many a box of Black Magic 
Chocolates during those visits. I spent Christmas with them at Beach House, Point 
Lonsdale with my leg in plaster before returning to Heidleberg for final exploratory 
surgery. As the only Naval Officer in the ward I tended to be spoilt rotten and my 
leg started to gradually improve. Finally I was able to get around without crutches 
and was sent to convalescence at Lady Brook's home in Toorak which had been 
loaned to the Red Cross. 
 
It was during this period that I finally managed to bury my grief and come to terms 
with the loss of my entire family during the war. Serving in Kanimbla was the start 
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of the road back. I know that I suffered from occasional periods of deep depression 
and cannot have been easy to live with and I will always be grateful for the 
understanding and many kindnesses from both officers and sailors, which is the 
reason that service in Kanimbla was very special to me. But, it was that period in 
hospital when all the Lawrence family were most supportive that really helped me 
to rebuild my life and look to the future. 
 
Then in early April, 1946 I was sent to Flinders Naval Hospital at HMAS Cerebus 
much to the annoyance of Mr Upjohn, who insisted that I return to Heidleberg for 
periodic examination until he was satisfied. So I had to shuffle back and forth. I 
then persuaded both Mr Upjohn and the PMO to make me Category Y so that I 
could get back to sea. I joined HMAS Hawkesbury on the 27th April. There was a 
points system for discharge based on age and length of war service and I had 
enough points for discharge. So there was the option of taking my discharge and 
seeking entry to University under the Rehabilitation Act, an option that I was 
offered, considered, but declined. A decision that I have never regretted. I owe 
much to the intervention of Commodore John Collins, Commodore Commanding 
the Australian Squadron and the Captain of H.M.A.S.Hawkesbury Lieutenant 
Commander E.J.Peel, D.S.C.,who intervened on my behalf when a Medical Board 
determined that I was P.U.N.S. (Physically unfit for Naval Service) due to my knee 
injury. They persuaded the Naval Board to have that Board decision overturned. 
 
I served in the Anti-submarine River Class Frigate H.M.A.S.Hawkesbury until 1947 
and then in the Anti-aircraft River Class Frigate H.M.A.S.Murchison until 1948, 
when I joined the County Class Cruiser H.M.A.S. Australia which was the Flagship 
for a cruise in New Zealand Waters. In 1949 I took passage to the United Kingdom 
in the SS Orcades and joined HMS Mercury for a Long Communications Course, 
but was hospitalised and withdrawn as a result of a serious car accident which at 
the time was a great disappointment but in retrospect directed me into a field which 
better suited my talents. I subsequently underwent a Boom Defence and Marine 
Salvage Course at H.M.S.Safeguard before joining the School of Combined 
Operations at Fremington in North Devon. I returned to Australia in the SS 
Himalaya on her maiden voyage and joined the Boom Working Vessel 
H.M.A.S.Koala. The next three years were spent in Koala or her sister ship 
Kangaroo as First Lieutenant and Chief Salvage Officer largely in New Guinea 
waters clearing wrecks and maintaining lights. 
 
On Saturday 15 December, 1951 I married Suzette Lawrence at Saint Pauls 
Cathedral, Melbourne. 
 
In 1952 I was again posted to the Flagship Australia as Senior Watchkeeper and 
then in 1953 to the Majestic Class Aircraft Carrier H.M.A.S. Sydney for service in 
Korean Waters. My son David Arthur Hume was born at St Andrews Hospital, 
Melbourne on the 5th January, 1953.  On return from Korean Waters I was 
appointed in Command of the Modernised Ocean Mine-sweeper H.M.A.S.Wagga 
and in company with H.M.A.S.Cootamundra carried out Mine-sweeping Training off 
Sydney. Then the ship spent four months in New Guinea waters on Fishery Patrol, 
including Christmas, before attending the Hobart Regatta and becoming "Cock of 
the Fleet" with a clean sweep of all events.  We also represented the Navy at the 
Rockhampton Centenary Celebrations 
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My daughter Patricia Mary Hume was born in Melbourne on the 12th December, 
1955. 
 
In 1956 I was posted to Western Australia as Boom Defence Officer and 
subsequently to close the Boom Depot and become Base Operations and 
Intelligence Officer to the Naval Officer in Charge Western Australia 
(Commodore Morrow) for the period covering the Montebello Atomic Tests. 
My son Graeme William Hume was born in Fremantle on 30th May, 1957. In this 
posting I also coached South Fremantle Under 18 Australian Rules Team. 
 
I was posted to Navy Office as Director of Operations in 1958 and served in that 
post at Navy Office, Melbourne for six months before moving to Navy Office, 
Canberra, being the first Directorate to move and remained in that posting until 
November 1960. As that Director I was responsible for the introduction of RANOPS 
(RAN Operational Instructions) into the RAN, rationalisation of ship refit programs 
and the planning for the acquisition of Minesweepers. Then I was posted to the 
Apprentice Training Establishment H.M.A.S.Nirimba as the Commander in Acting 
rank. 
 
Promoted Commander on 30th June 1963 outside the normal promotion zone. 
Whilst at Nirimba I was loaned for a short period for special duties in Vietnam, 
Thailand. Malaysia and Singapore. 
 
My youngest child, Janet Susan Hume was born in Sydney on 2nd September 
1963 
 
I became Director of Naval Recruiting in September 1963 and remained three 
years as Director apart from a short period at the Jungle Warfare School, 
Canungra. In this posting I originated the Naval Display Teams and University 
under-graduate scholarships. I was then posted to the RAAF School of 
Languages, Point Cook for three months before being loaned to the Royal 
Malaysian Navy as Commanding Officer of their main training establishment 
K.D.Malaya at Woodlands on Singapore Island from 1966 to 1968. 
 
On return from Malaysia I was again posted as Director of Operations for three 
months (for a major International Control of Shipping Exercise) prior to posting as 
Deputy Director of Administrative Plans with the primary task of developing plans 
to cover the British withdrawal from the Far East. I was then instrumental in 
developing the plan for the establishment of the Western Australian Naval Base at 
Garden Island, and the Patrol Boat bases at Cairns and Darwin. I was also the 
Naval Representative to the Chief of General Staff Exercise and Naval 
representative on the Inter-departmental Committee for the development of the 
Port of Darwin and again spent a short period overseas on special duties 
My final posting in 1971 was as Defence Attache to the Republic of Korea and in 
addition I wore the hats of Deputy Commander British Commonwealth Forces 
Korea, Chief of the Australian Liaison Group, United Nations Command and as 
Australian Representative to the Armistice Commission. 
Thirty-seven years of service ended with a ceremonial farewell parade by the 
United Nations Honour Guard and Band,(at which I took the salute) and I was then 
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handed a letter of commendation from The Commander in Chief, United Nations 
Command, General Stilwell, after he received me at morning coffee. It seemed a 
fitting finale.  
 
I owe much to the love and support of my wife who shared my trials and 
tribulations without complaint, although it must have at times been most 
burdensome. 
 
  


